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High Voltage Transmission Line Has Mile Span
Overhead Power Cables under 100,000 Volts Pressure to Cross the St. Lawrence River_Two
Steel Towers, Rivalling in Height the Main Posts of the Quebec Bridge, Are 5,000 Feet Apart

By ROMEO MORRISSETTE,
Public Works Department, Canada, Three Rivers, P.Q.

C' OR some years past, the Shawinigan Water and Power Co. has 
-*■ transmitted power across the St. Lawrence River near Three

Rivers by means of a submarine cable, in order to supply its 
stations on the south shore, viz., Victoriaville, Broughton, Thetford 
Mines, Black Lake, Windsor Mills

The increasing amounts of power required on the south shore for 
ntining and industrial purposes made it necessary for the company to 
Qesign an overhead high tension transmission line to supplement the 
existing submarine cable. The company has transformer stations on 
each side of the river about one and a quarter miles upstream from 

nree Rivers, P.Q., and at this point the river is over a mile wide.
. Plans were prepared by the company’s engineering . staff in the 

w*nter of 1916-17 for two steel towers to carry the overhead power 
Gables. These plans were presented to the Department of Public Works 

Canada for approval. No objection was found to their construction, 
Provided that sufficient clearance be left over the ship channel. As the 
r,Ver is navigable for the largest ocean vessels, a minimum clearance 

*6o feet above water level was specified, and the company agreed 
1° . P the power lines 160 feet above water level under maximum ice 
°ading of the conductors in the spring or fall.

1 he towers weigh approximately 200 
c°ncrete piers. Each pier is built approximately 500 feet from shore, 
?nd the distance between the piers is 5,000 feet, so that the conductors 
;JaVe a clear span of that length. This is the longest known span of
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tons each and are built on
!/

,. The towers carry three electrical conductors, made up of the 
*§nest grade of plough steel, spaced 50 feet apart, all in the same 
0r120ntal plane and arranged so as to prevent contact with each other 
hen swinging. In order to connect with existing transmission lines, 
® conductors have to be insulated from the steel towers against a 

•herence of potential of 100,000 volts. Because of the very high 
nsiIÇ stresses in the cables, they will not be anchored at the towers, 

QfUt wiU be supported on the top of the towers by saddles permitting 
a necessary movement due to temperature changes, and are 

chored to concrete blocks some distance behind each tower.

X

/
Inp "* an article in The Canadian Engineer for May 10th, 1917, 

^ederick T. Kaelin, E.E., assistant chief engineer of the Shawinigan 
th a^r and Power Co., to whom the author is indebted for much of 
,e information presented in this brief description, which is chiefly 

Pr tu explain the accompanying photograph, said that the mechanical 
th° erns of this arrangement of anchoring permit of easier solution 
tpan dr> the problems of the electrical insulation of the conductors from 
andC3rth P^tential °f the anchorage. The magnitude of the ceramic 

ntechanical engineering problems involved in this electrical insula- 
prj1 .Can be appreciated when it isconsidered that each conductor must 
flti Vl<^e mechanical strength of more than too,000 pounds in compression 
str^ to the tension of the cable, besides providing for the electrical
mee'Ss °f the 100,000-volt transmission potential. The arrange- _______ 1
of M °f the insulation also must permit the replacement 
tie u'V P°rt*ons showing electrical failure, without hazarding the

^banical

A

m
safety of the anchorage. An elaborate arrange-
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for the plans and specifications should be satisfied, by 
personal inspection that the specifications are fully com
plied, with and satisfactory progress made. When super
intendence is paid for, as defined in *the next section, there 
is no additional charge for supervision.

Superintendence of construction must be had by a 
superintendent mutually acceptable to owner and engineer. 
The schedule rate for superintendence applies when the 
engineer who has designed and planned the work, or his 
assistant, superintends construction. All other employees 
than such assistant or assistants are to be paid by the 
owner. .

of porcelain insulators of new type, held in com
pression only, has been designed to fulfil the conditions. 

The construction of the steel towers was started in 
the freshets were over, and the

ment

May, 1917, as soon as 
northern tower, of which a photograph is presented here
with, is now completed. The concrete work was done 
by day labor under the direction of H. G. Huber, super
intendent of the Shawinigan Water and Power Co. The 
structural steel was fabricated and erected by the Cana
dian Bridge Co., Limited, of Walkerville, Ont.

The towers are 350 ft. high, which is approximately 
the same height as the main posts of the Quebec Bridge, 
this great height being necessary in order to get the 
desired clearance above water level.

Four concrete piers, sunk in caissons, form the foot
ings for each tower. These piers are cylindrical, 11 ft. 
in diameter and 65 ft. deep, 40 ft. of which is below river 
bottom. Above the water level the piers are tied together 
by concrete struts, forming a square

Active work will begin at an early date on the con
struction of the southern tower, and it is planned to 
complete the whole work during the coming summer.

Alterations may be required at any time by the owner,
of unforeseen conditionsor become necessary by 

or changes in the size of projects. The schedule rate ap
plies to such alterations as may be required by the owner 
—alterations becoming necessary by reason of unforeseen 
conditions or accidents are covered by percentage charges

reason

on the aggregate costs.
Professional advice is always charged for according to

on value of ser-

60 ft. x 60 ft.

interests involved, charges being based 
vices rendered, not on time required in arriving at 
elusions or opinions.

Consultation with engineers who have made certain 
branches of professional work a specialty may be requested 
by the engineer having general charge of the work, or may 
be required by the owner. Charges for consultation work 

value of services rendered, not on time

con-

SCHEDULE OF CHARGES FOR ENGINEERING 
SERVICES being based on 

required in arriving at conclusion or opinion.
Court work as an expert or as arbitrator in settlement 

of controversies, condemnation proceedings, etc., in the 
interest of the owner, is entitled to additional pay at a rate

T> ECENTLY Edrpund T. Perkins addressed a meeting 
XV of the Illinois Society of Engineers and submitted 

the following schedule as a suggestion of what 
should constitute reasonable compensation for engineering

to be agreed upon.
Schedule rates cover compensation only for engineering 

services ; that is, the services of the engineer and his en
gineer assistants.

All expenses incurred for materials, blue prints, or for 
transportation, hire of helpers, rodmen, chainmen, 
teamsters, conveyances, and living expenses when away 
from regular place of business, are a separate and adc 1

reasonable charge

services :—
The various services rendered are classified as follows,

percentage basis, ex- 
: Reconnaissance,

and are generally charged for 
cept surveying which should be per diem 
preliminary reports, surveying, plans and specifications, 
details, supervision and progress estimates, superinten
dence, alterations, professional advice, consultation, court 
work or arbitration.

Reconnaissance work is necessary when no data, or 
incomplete data, have been secured, and is preliminary to 
general planning of project and securing of data.

Preliminary reports are made when the necessary data 
on which the report is based have been secured of such 
detail and accuracy as to permit of proper advice being 
given or design made.

Surveying covers every class of field work which is 
a part of reconnaissance work. It includes all location 
lines for roads, canals, railroads, etc., all level lines, all 
sinking of wells or experimental work, besides all classes 
of land surveying and land subdivision, and compensation 
therefor should be on a salary or per diem basis with ex

on a

tional charge against the owner, as is a 
for general office expenses.

Time of payment is according to agreement; but 
the basis of a preliminary payment,usually is arranged 

or retainer, and an advance for travelling or other ex
penses aside from services ; and further payments on ac
count, if the commission extends over considerable time.

on

Final pay for preliminary reports is due upon presenta
tion of report.

Final pay for reconnaissance work is due upon com
pletion of same.

Pay for supervision or superintendence becomes due 
on progress estimates made for payments to contractors, 
or, if work is done by day labor, on monthly appraise
ments of work done.

All percentages are computed on the contract price 
actual cost of work.

When construction covered by plans and specification5 
is not carried out, pay for these plans and specifications lS 
due upon completion of the estimate of cost of work.

The several items of payment on the percentage basis 
become due from time to time when the class of serve® 
has been rendered.

Per diem rates apply to an 8-hour day. Extra time 1 
charged for on a basis of 1 '2 time on week days, an 
twice time on Sundays and legal holidays.

not

penses paid.
Plans and specifications are required as 

letting of contracts or for the information of the owner, 
employer or consulting engineer, and afford a full descrip
tion of the work. They are implied by the necessities of 
the work even when not required by the owner, and in
clude an estimate of the cost of the work. Plans, when 
adopted and approved, must be so endorsed by both owner 
and engineer.

Details are not always an essential of the construction 
work, and the rate charged, therefore, is flexible, varying 
with the amount of detail work.

Supervision and the making of progrès-, 
should always be required, that the engineer responsible

the basis for

estimates



Table of Charges—On Percentage Basis
Sols'g °o °Ssi §=• °-o =s

8S =£s =g
11 II
w®3 5>v‘

% % 
i-75 !-5 
i.o o.8

§§!i
te'

reconnaissance . 2.0 
Preliminaries .. 1.5 
Plans and specifi

cations ..........
^Supervision ... 2.0 
^Superintendence 5.0 
tAlterations . ..
Everything from 

beginning to 
completion of

8§
I* 5ssi g* P

% % %
1.0 0.75 0.5
0.6 0.5 0.4

% % =
0-3
0.2

2.0 1-5 

1.1 1.0 
3-5 3-o 
5-° 4-5

1.3 1.2
0.8 0.6
2.8 2.4
4-0 3-5

4.0 3-5 3-° 2.
1.8 r-5 1.
4.5 4.0
6.5 6.0• 7-o

job 12.5 10.75 9-3 7-9 7-4 6-° 5-3 4-2 
^Supervision not charged for when superintendence is. 
tAlteration relates only to value of work involved in 

*Ee alteration.
Note—Percentages are computed upon the entire cost 

*7 the completed work, exclusive of engineering, or upon 
the estimated cost pending execution or completion of 
same. “Cost” refers only to such part or parts of the 
vvhole work or project as the engineer may deal with.

Table of Charges—On Per Diem Basis
Chief engineer—$500 retaining fee, $100 a day while 

ahsent from office and expenses.
Assistant chief engineer—$50 a day while absent from 

°fiSce and expenses.
Iopographers, assistant engineers and chiefs of parties 

to $25 a day while absent from office and expenses.
designers—$12.50 a day while absent from office and 

exPenses.
Instrumentmen, draftsmen, computers—$7-5° a 

"'hile absent from office and expenses.
Stenographers, chainmen, axmen—$3-5° a day- 

j. Note—Attendance at court or expert testimony for any 
raetion of a day is considered as a full day.

Charges on Other Bases
A fixed fee for services rendered may be charged by 

Secernent where a long engagement for professional 
lc<5s is contemplated, the engineer may accept 
a,ners on a yearly basis, at a compensation not less than 
at of the permanently employed engineer of the client.

, x°ept ;n cases where the compensation of the engineer is 
t? '■he form of an annual retainer, the agreement between 
..e engineer and his client should specify the period of 
lrr,e during which the compensation of the engineer, as 
e'ermined by per diem charges, fixed fee, or agreed per- 

H^n'ages, shall apply. If, through no fault of the engineer, 
s y°rk should not be completed within the time so 
v^5‘hed, an additional charge may be made, the basis for 

lch, if practicable, should be agreed upon in advance.

ser- 
such re-

q Several prospectors have been at work in the Kingston, 
Dn'.arro, district, and think they have discovered coal de- 
heplts> located within a dozen miles of the city. Samples have 

n submitted for analysis.
]W: "0n- Howard Ferguson, Minister of Lands, Forests and 
latiivS’, Province of Ontario, stated at the Provincial Legis- 
is are >ast week, that the price of peat, as compared with coal, 
vai. s aigh as it has ever been, considering its relative fuel 
van C- This is because the cost of manufacturing has ad- 
dea, 50 much. The Ontario Government intends to en- 
of °r secure some labor-saving device for the production 

eat in commercial quantities.

I

FILTER ALUMS USED IN ONTARIO*

By G. E. Gallinger, A. V. DeLaporte and F. A. Dallyn

T'HE development of water purification in the province, 
X and more especially the introduction of rapid sand 

filter plants, has brought new and peculiar duties to 
the Board of Health. At present an important matter 
under consideration is the quality of alum or sulphate of 
alumina offered for sale for 
It is extremely necessary that

water purification purposes. 
. a proper or satisfactory

aluminum sulphate should be used in connection with the 
operation of mechanical filters.

For the past ten years the smaller„ . , , , municipalities in
Ontario have been purchasing alum to satisfy their local 
requirements—amounts ranging from two to twenty tons 
per annum—through local supply houses or druggists 
The importance of the filter aliim supply has recently been 
greatly enhanced through the completion at Toronto of a 
water purification plant requiring the purchase of from 
700 to 900 tons of alum per

The investigation of the various filter alums supplied 
through the local agencies was undertaken by the staff at 
the laboratory a't the Board’s Experimental Station. The 
return of inquiry sheets showed, with few exceptions, that 
the alum supplied to smaller municipalities had passed 
through four or five hands before reaching them, and that 
the price paid by adjoining municipalities for aluminium 
sulphate varied widely. During the last two years the 
prices have varied from 1.9 cents to as high as 7 cents 
per pound, depending on the amount purchased ; the latter 
represents the prices when purchased in small quantities.

Apart from the economic question of added cost, there 
is grave danger, when the local agency is unaware of the 
source of supply, that alum furnished in this way may be 
found unsuitable for the purpose of water purification. 
Several striking incidents of this nature were discovered 
during the laboratory investigation.

The investigation also revealed the fact that the 
average municipality purchased its alum without a know
ledge of what was required.

The analysis of the alums received by the Board ap
pear in Table No. 1.

Lump alum or sulphate of alumina is a combination of 
bauxite—a southern clay containing 58 per cent, to 60 per 
cent, alumina, the aluminum being present as ALCLH,, 
with sulphuric acid.

1 he process most generally employed for manufactur
ing sulphate of alumina consists firstly in mixing bauxite 
with sulphuric acid in lead-lined tanks, then boiling for 
a period of from six to eight hours. The solution formed 
after the reaction between bauxite and acid has taken 
place, is a mixture of AL(S04), and silica ; and in order to 
obtain a clear solution it is necessary to filter the mixture.
I his filtering process is difficult, tedious and costly. The 
alum solution is next boiled to expel the excess water. 
After being concentrated from a density of 250 or 30° 
Baume to a density of 50? or 6o° Baume, the solution is 
discharged into trays, and

annum.

cooling it crystallizes to 
alum cake. This cake is then crushed or pulverized and 
is shipped in bulk, barrels or sacks.

A good basic aluminium sulphate should be in lumps 
from one-half to two inches in diameter. It should 
tain not less than 17 per cent, of water soluble aluminium 
calculated as ALO., and should have a basicity ratio of 
0.03 or, in other words, should contain one-half of 
per cent, of A1203 more than is theoretically required to

on

con-

one

*From the 1916-17 annual rertort of the Provincial Board 
of Health, issued" February, 1018.
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.03
,028

1.1

.028

.05

.026

4.5

4.5

nil

.138 0.375 0.34 tr0.4e38;6Toronto, July 13th, 1917...........
Toronto, Aug. 8th, 1917. ......
Perth...............................................
St. Thomas....................................
Toronto, Sept. 12th, 1917...........
Dundas.....................................
Toronto, July 24th, 1917 .. 
Toronto, July 31st, 1917
Haileybury...........................
Toronto, Aug. 31st, 1917 ..
Lindsay (lump)....................
Renfrew..................................
Cobourg ..................................
Toronto, Sept. 19th, 1917 .
New Toronto.......................
Toronto. Sept. 12th, 1917.........
Iroquois Falls................................
Orillia...............................................
Stratford.........................................
Lindsay (ground) ........................
Kitchener........................................
Toronto, Sept. 27th, 1917 .....
Toronto. July 10 th, 1917...........
Toronto.............................................
Toronto, Aug. 2nd, 1917...........
Weston (ground)..........................
N iagara-on-the-Lake...................

19.5
.01.') 0.4

0.275
0.3737.619.5

0.079.06 0.2340.619.4 o.l0.4.10 0.3739.019.3
0.05633.2 .3 0.46 0.4119.3

.0243.3 0.3 .0.2518.8
011 0.438.9 0.3718.7 !025 0.5 0.4741.218,7 0.1.01 0.3 0.2838.0IN.7

0.070.5818.64
18.56

33.7 .25 0.53
128 0.20.4738.2

!098 0.075 . 
0.05 v

0.35 0.3138.618.2
.16 0.3 0.2736.318.2 nil33.0 .24 0.58 0.5418.1

0.40
0.45

6.4 .
0.08 
0.24

32.7 .022 0.0517.9
32.9 .23 0.4017.9

0.5832.0 0.5717.8
0.35094 0.34537.917.7

!os 0.338.3 0.2617.7
0.495 0.2538.7 .i-'i17.6

39.8 .01 0.22 o.l17.5 0.3
0.45 ^0.23 .32.9 .21 0.4317.4
0.338.0 .059 0.2717.2

38.5 .035 0.3 0.21 0.117.0
.089 0.45 0.42 0.136.616.9

10.16.14 0.00516.48 32.7
37.2

0.01
.01 0.40.515.8

free acid
Weston (lump) 
Dunnville..........

t 0.03 0.1233.2
35.5

1.1 0.0414.0
0.112.8

Maximum of each part 

Minimum of each part.

.58 .57 6.443.3 .300
free acid 

32.0 1.1

19.5

nil12.8

‘Note.—Aluminium Sulphate should be judged and pur- 
chased on its water soluble aluminium content and on the 
excess of ALO.Ji, over what is required theoretically to com
bine with sulphuric acid. Estimated on the basis of 17% 
ALO3 at 2 cents per pound, an alum, 19.5% A120„ is worth >5 
cent more, which is equivalent to a discount of i6f4 per cent., 
and an alum 12.8% ALO, is worth % cent less and represents 
a loss of 25%. The 12.8% ALO, referred to was purchased at 
5 cents per pound, and the loss was at least 1 % cents per 
pound irrespective of the original high cost.

To insure quality in aluminium sulphate and to make 
appreciable saving, the municipalities using chemicals 

and filtering their water should combine with each other 
and either manufacture their own aluminium sulphate or 
purchase it by annual contract according to the proposed 
specifications from one of several manufacturers, With
out introducing the economic aspects of the question, the

Table No. 2.—Estimate of the Present Use of Alum for 
Water Purification in Ontario

an

Estimated 
grains alum

imp. gallon
Municipality

Abitibi Pulp and Paper
Mills, Iroquois Falls-----

Amherstburg (projected).. 
A rn prior................... ..............

Chatham..................................
Cobourg ....................................
Dundas ....................................
Dunnville................................
Haileybury..............................
Kitchener................................
Lindsay (under construc-

New Toronto..........................
Niagara-on-the-Lake...........
0jibway (project:d) ...........
Orillia......................................
Oshawa (in construction)..
Perth........................................
Renfrew..................................
St. Thomas............................
Stratford.............................. .
Toronto....................................
Weston....................................

1.1
1.0

1.5 (not in

0.6
0.26
1.1
0.2
4.4
0.9

1.0_
1.0 to 0.7a 

0.33
1.0
1.88
1.0
0.7
0.35
0.58

• 0.49
1.1
0.4

combine with the sulphuric acid present. It should not 
have more than one per cent, as total iron. An excess of 
bases over the amount required to combine with the total 
acid present is a necessity and is a point that is overlooked 
in the purchase of alum by most municipalities.

Table No. 1.—Analysis of Filter Alums Offered for Sale in 
Ontario and Used 1916-1917

Insoluble
matterso,Source of Filter Alum 

(Municipality)
NHtFe,03 FeOALO,

benefits to be derived from this co-operation are most ap- 
parent when the municipalities realize that manufacturers 
can give them exactly what they require with possibly a 
reduction in the cost of manufacture, provided the quan
tities and dates of shipment are reasonably apparent in 
the annual contracts. Until such action is taken the pur
chasing agent for each municipality should be instructed, 
even when buying small quantities of aluminium sulphate, 
to secure one which fills the following specifications :—

Specifications for Filter Aluminium Sulphate
The basic aluminium sulphate shall be in lumps from 

one-half to two inches in diameter and shall contain not 
less than 17 per cent, water soluble aluminium calculated 
as ALO,. It shall have one-half to one per cent, of ALO, 
in excess of the amount theoretically required to combine 
with the sulphuric acid present. It shall not contain more 
than seven to ten per cent, insoluble matter in cold water 
and not more than one per cent, total iron.

Provided that a proper grade of bauxite filling the re
quired specifications for alum-making is used, manufac
turers should not find it difficult to supply aluminium sul
phate according to the above specifications.

In paper mills, or for other industries where the pure 
article is needed, it is essential to use a sulphate of alumina 
containing not more than one-tenth to one per cent, in
soluble matter in cold distilled water. For water purifica
tion, however, a refined alum is not necessary, and, in fact, 
it is not nearly so active a coagulant as alum containing 
a fairly high percentage of insoluble matter.

Table No. 2 is an estimate of the present use of alum 
and the dosage administered in the several municipalities 
operating rapid sand filters, 
quantities greater than 2.5 grains per gallon and less than 
0.5 grains are either excessive and wasteful, promoting 
corrosion in water service pipes and fittings, or inadequate, 
permitting insufficiently treated water to pass through 
filters.

It is to be observed that

Table No. 3 is a rough forecast of the use of alum in 
the province, mention being made only of the munici
palities using alum at the present time. This table may 
be of interest to industries in a position to manufacture 
alum, or capable of supplying an equally satisfactory sub
stance for the use of water purification plants, 
number of municipalities employing rap d sand filtration 
should, in a few years, be considerably increased and the 
amount of alum used in the province for water treatment 
will he about 1,500 tons per annum.

Table No. 3.—Forecast of Use of Filter Alum in Ontario
Estimated pounds 

of alum used. 
1,891,115 
2,220,725 
2,673,610 
4,560,38!

This decided increase in alum consumption, together 
with the problem of a suitable quantity of alum at a 
nominal cost, makes it highly desirable to consider the 
practicability of manufacturing filter alums within the 
province.

At the present time there is only one firm, to our 
knowledge, manufacturing alum in Canada. Most of the 
filter alum used in Ontario is imported either from Great 
Britain or the United States. A plant for making alum to 
coagulate water was recently built at the Columbus Water 
Purification Works, Ohio. According to Charles P- 
Hoover (Journal of American Waterworks Association,

The

Year.
1916
1920
T925
1935
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73,000.000

146,000.000

474,300,000
3,723.000

117.530,000
182,500,000
73,000,000

361,250,000

k---

94,900,000
106

110

47
15

125
40

160
175

9.5
140
125
62
50
26.5

150
69

4,384
Hi

14,40(j

300

40,000
13,000
17,155
6.000

45,000
14.600

58,000 . 
64,000 .
3.400 

50,000 . 
45,600 
22,800 
18,000
9.660
5.400 

25.000
1,600.000

3.600

Water Pounds 
pumpage alûm used

Pounds 
alum used Water gallons 

pumpage 
per annum 24 hours 24 hoursannum
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88
83
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The following table showing the estimated population, 
daily per capita consumption and the percentage of 

services metered will be of interest. These figures were 
® tained from the officials of the various cities and are 

from the report of the Chicago Bureau of Public

the

ency.
Per- 

centage 
of services _ 
metered. _J

Average daily 
consumption 

per capita 
(gallons).

ÔO '
Estimated
Population.
105,000
284,400

33,000
378,000
32>°5° 

200,000 
380,000 
216,687 
180,000 

5,602,000 
762,700 
106,280 
845,ooo 
440,000 
415,000 
755,000 
364,088
533.535
781.133
700,000

2.49C933
486,000

h City-
es Moines, Iowa 

providence, R.I. 
^ak Park, 111. ..

ow Orleans, La 
^dison, W,is. ..
Jt!anta, Ga..........
Pansas City, Mo
Rumbus,
^maha, NTeb. .. . 

York, N.Y. 
°ston, Mass. .. 

pPr,ngfield, Mass. 
Midland, Ohio . 
Jdwaukee, Wis. 
ypoinnati, Ohio 
W L°uis, Mo. . . 
r ashington, D.C 

os Angeles, Cal. 
p,etr°it, Mich. .. 

dadelphia, Pa.
hl5ja£°, in..........
uffalo,.N.Y. ...

66
70.6 TOO

IOO
99.8

75
77-4
89 100

80
Ohio

95
101

66T°5
. 106

113.2 
118
126.3 
130
136-5

140
168.5

99
69
7-1

77
88
36

176 i51
6.9258.9
5329

An, .kc following have been nominated as officers of the 
P0r rican Water Works Association for the year 1918-1919:
B 7-Pre.sident, Chas. R. Henderson ; vice-president, Caneton 
Cilrija1v’s; treasurer, James M. Caird; trustees, Allan W. 

eback and John J. Hinman, Jr.

December, 1915) this plant (1915) is a success both techni- 
cally and economically, and between 800 and 1,000 tons of 
alum are manufactured per year. The cost of manu- 
acture in 1915 was about $10.50 per ton. 

cess sulphuric acid of not less than 92 per cent, is used 
and a bauxite containing not less than 52 per cent. AL03, 
and not more than 3 per cent. Fe203. Bauxite can readily 
be secured, containing from 58 to 60 per cent. ALO,. The 
biter alum should contain at least 17 per cent. AL03, and 
°ne ton of bauxite will serve for at least three tons of 
alum, Al-(SO.,)3 14 H20. The manufacture of alum in 
'Ontario at the point where it is to be used would be of 
great economic advantage, especially in that it increases 
°ur local market‘for sulphuric acid wherever large quan- 
Uies of filter alum are required, and this coincides very 

We|l with the points of manufacture of sulphuric acid ; 
also there is a decided advantage in hauling less than 
fi,rd the tonnage over railways now known to have very 

ingested traffic conditions. Alum made at some central 
water purification plant 
municipalities in a solid form.

For this pro-

one-

readily be shipped to adjacentcan

fhe importation of bauxite would probably be from 
he Southern States of America where it is mined quite 

Extensively. There is no record of any bauxite in Canada.
he shales and clays of Ontario seldom give as high as 

2° or 21 per cent. A1203 and except the ordinary process 
ls to be changed, are not suitable for the manufacture 
of alum.

water consumption statistics of
SEVERAL CITIES

SEWAGE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL*

By G. Bertram Kershaw, M.Inst.C.E., M.Am.Soc.C.E.
President of the Institute of Sanitary Engineers.

' I 'HF first point requiring consideration in sewage 
A treatment is the nature of the sewage to be treated.

Sewages differ very widely as regards strength and 
composition, scarcely two being alike, and it is of vital 
importance to obtain a thorough knowledge on these 
points. Sometimes this knowledge can only be tentatively 
arrived at ; usually, however, samples can be taken and 
analyzed. These samples should be what are known as 
average samples, or samples drawn according to the rate 
of flow; otherwise very misleading results may be obtained. 
A very rough idea of the strength of a domestic sewage 
may doubtless be obtained by a knowledge of the sewage 
flow per head of -the population sewered ; but I would utter 
a word of caution against placing too much reliance upon 
this. It by no means follows that a 30-gallons-per-head 
sewage is necessarily twice the strength of a 6o-gallon 
sewage, even when two domestic sewages are compared. 
Sewages often differ very considerably as regards oxidiza
bility, even when the water supply per head is similar, 
and when trade wastes are present the flow of sewage per 
head may be comparatively little value as an index of 
strength. The proper way to determine the strength of a 
sewage is by a series of analyses, and the use of the proper 
formula for strength.

On the nature of the sewage as shown by the figures 
of analysis will depend in great measure the nature of the 
treatment to be adopted; generally speaking, the construc
tional cost and working charges will vary directly as the 
strength of the sewage. Even when the treatment works 
are in active operation, samples should be taken and ex
amined, especially when trade wastes are present; the 
strength and character of a sewage does not, as a rule, re
main constant year after year, and it is well to ascertain 
from time to time how far and in what way it has altered. 
One factor alone, viz., the setting up of new manufactories 
in a town, may entirely alter the composition of the 
age. During the past three years large munition works 
and huge extensions of existing factories have not only 
modified but absolutely changed the character of many 
sewages. /

With respect to analyses of sewage liquors (the term 
“sewage liquors” including effluents), it has always 
seemed to me that figures taken to four places of decimals 
are utterly out of place, and tend to give a fictitious ap
pearance of great accuracy, wh:ch is seldom justifiable. 
Again, figures of analysis regarding the water supply itself 
should, whenever practicable, be given, together with the 
figures for the sewage. The water forms the bulk of the 
liquid portion of the sewage ; chemically it varies very 
considerably, and it is often important that its chemical 
characteristics should be known.

Conjoining with the sampling of sewage liquors, and 
equally important, is the gauging of sewage flows, and it 
is often convenient to carry out both operations at the 
same time. It would be of great assistance in many ways 
to sewage engineers if greater facilities for gauging 
provided at all sewage works, no matter how small, yet it 
is rarely the case to find such provision, 
to point out that gaugings have been taken for years in 
the case of a few large works ; it is the average works that 
needs improvement in this respect. Gauging records, 
when worked up, would give much valuable information.

*Abstracted from Presidential Address.
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necessity be times, even in dry weather, when the rate of 
flow through may be either in excess of or below this 
optimum rate. With small or medium-sized works, by 
sacrificing a certain amount of fall, these variations could 
be controlled by a movable weir, enabling the capacity of 
the tank to be varied at will, and, as a sequence, the rate 
of flow through. In times of storm a duplicate tank would 
usually need to be brought -into use, and detritus tanks 
should never be constructed in fewer than two units.

In the case of large treatment works it is advantageous 
to have ample tank capacity, subdivided into several units, 
which can be drawn upon as desired, 
should be laid upon so designing detritus tanks as to 

ample facilities for frequent and thorough cleans
ing ; if drawing down the top water and removing the 
contents of detritus tanks is not rendered reasonably easy 
of accomplishment, and a filthy hand ladle process sub
stituted, trouble will follow.

It is during the preliminary stages of sewage treatment 
that recovery of grease from ordinary domestic sewage 
appears feasible. Various processes have been placed 
the market for the extraction of fatty -substance from 
sewage sludge, but, so far as I am aware, few serious 
attempts have been made in this country to recover grease 
from the scum on sewage as it arrives at the works. It 
is not a question of whether, as frequently stated, recovery 
of grease is “commercially practicable” ; the -point is that 
sewage and sludge from which the -bulk of the grease has 
been removed are rendered far easier of treatment, and 
better results are consequently obtained at less cost than 
would otherwise be the case. If something is obtained for 
the grease, so much the better. Grease renders -sewage 
sludge very reluctant to part with its moisture ; when the 
sludge is used as a manure it hinders -sowing and subse
quent decomposition ; further, when grease reaches land, 
contact beds or percolating filters, it clogs up the pores of 
the soil, contact or filtering medium. Much has -been said 
and written about the value of glycerine wasted in fats, 
but it must be remembered that if the fat is to be utilized 
for glycerine recovery, acid treatment is inadmissible, an 
alkali, such as caustic soda, being necessitated.

With reference to continuous flow settlement and pre
cipitation tanks generally, there is a wide field of investi
gation open, especially in the direction of securing uniform 
rates of “flow through,” and also in working out some 

by which the efficiency of tanks can be more accu
rately determined. The method commonly in use, of ex
pressing efficiency by -percentage removal, is open to 
objection ; it is the actual condition of the finished tank 
liquor which is the real criterion. Particular attention 
should be focussed upon the vital necessity for handling 
sludge as little as -possible—any saving in this direction 
saves money—and also on the means to be adopted for 
drawing off the sludge from the tanks with a minimum of 
top water, and this can rarely be satisfactorily done with
out proper “draw-offs” discharging to a line of -pipes dis
tinct from the sludge pipes. Unless the sludging arrange
ments are good, the tanks will be run for two long periods» 
and it may be observed that unless continuous flow settle
ment tanks are frequently cleaned out, fifteen hours’ floyr 
through is, in most cases, too long, and partial septic 
action is almost certain to arise in hot weather.

It is quite -possible for a portion of the sewage in a con
tinuous flow settling tank to -be septic, while the bulk 0 
the liquid is fresh, and sometimes nuisance from smd1 
arises from this cause, the sludge and overlying stratum 
of liquor becoming quite septic, and stinking when re' . 
moved from a tank.

Passing on to the removal of the larger suspended 
solids from sewage, the question of screens arises, and I 
think it will be found that screening in this country is 
practically confined to what may be termed coarse screen
ing, intended—apart from the protection of -pumps, filter 
presses, etc.—to remove only the larger solids, such as 
sticks, rags, corks, and the like, which would otherwise 
-be apt to cause trouble by lodging under valves or sluices. 
Such coarse screening is to be regarded as a mechanical 
process of abstraction rather than of purification.

Although the amount of material removed by compara
tively fine screens (Jfj in. to % in.) may appear large to 
the eye, it will generally be found when dried to represent 
on the average considerably less than 10 per cent, of the 
total -suspended matter present in the -sewage, while the 
impurities in solution are practically unaltered, or may 
even be increased by the screens.

Comparatively recently attention has been directed in 
America and elsewhere to what is termed fine screening, 
by which is meant screens having openings not exceeding 
V2 in., but usually very much smaller, and which are 
automatically cleaned above the water line. The object 
of these fine screens is to remove to a certain extent the 
finer particles of matter, which, if allowed to remain in the 
sewage liquor, would otherwise be apt to use up rapidly 
the dissolved oxygen of the stream into which they are dis
charged, and their use is only recommended when the 
screened sewage is passed into a comparatively large body 
of water well supplied with oxygen. Many of the fine 
screens and the cleaning devices therefore are very 
elaborate, and the openings in the screens very small ; in 
one screen, for example, they are only 2 mm. wide by 30 
mm. long. The use of fine screens has -been advised in 
several cases lately, viz., Jamaica Bay, New York, Cleve
land and many other places where it may be desirable to 
avoid accumulations of -sludge or where the body of water 
into which the sewage liquor is discharged is large enough 
to deal with the dissolved impurities and finer suspended 
matter without offence.

There would seem to be an opening for fine screening 
under certain conditions in this country, as in the case of 
large rivers, where the volume and velocity are such as to 
admit of the discharge of fine -suspended matter without 
injury ; it would also appear to be adapted to seaside 
resorts where bathing is carried on, and where the presence 
of floating solids would be extremely objectionable. In 
any case, if fine screening is to be effective, it is essential 
that the sewage shall be as fresh as possible, and it must 
be fully recognized that the -brunt of -the purification will 
be thrown upon the body of water receiving the screened 
sewage, while turbidity and putrescibility will be but little 
affected ; moerover, the efficiency of the screening will 
probably vary seasonably in the case of zfn extensive sew
erage system, according to the temperature. In the case 
of a very large screening plant abroad, the seasonal per
centage removal of solids was as follows : Spring, 18.7 
per cent. ; summer, 17.3 per cent. ; autumn, 27.6 per cent. ; 
winter, 48.3 per cent.

Concerning the removal of solids -by gravity. Scant 
information is available about detritus tanks, both as re
gards most suitable design and also with reference to 
means of cleaning them, most designs having a good deal 
to be desired in this respect. Theoretically, the velocity 
through these tanks -should be such as to permit settlement 
of the heavy mineral matter, while the lighter organic and 
mineral matter is carried forward ; sewage flows, how
ever, vary very considerably even in dry weather, and it 
therefore follows that, given a certain optimum rate of 
“flow through” for a particular sewage, there must of
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. _ 1° any experimental work connected with settling tanks
is well to bear in mind the fact that the temperature of 

the liquid plays a considerable part, especially as regards 
the finer particles. For example, with a temperature of 
74 deg. Fahr. it has been found that a fine particle will 
settle twice as fast as with a temperature of 32 deg. Fahr. 
Another point of importance is that with most sewages 
the lighter and more putrescible suspended solids are apt 
to be carried some distance down the ordinary rectangular 
tank before settling—i.e., to a position where means for 
frequently drawing off these fine solids is rarely present.

Closely connected with tankage of sewage is the use 
ot précipitants. One of the results of the war has been to 
restrict the use of certain, précipitants involving the use of 
sulphuric acid, such as a bu mi no-ferric—made by treating 
bauxite with sulphuric acid. In place of this precipitant, 
and also in lieu of sulphuric acid, what is known as * 
eake” (acid sulphate of sodium) has been somewhat largely 
used, this by-product resulting from the manufacture of 
nitric acid. Unfortunately, nitre-cake is a heavy and 
bulky precipitant, and its application to sewage liquors by 
no means so easy as alumino-ferric, although for certain 
Purposes, where large quantities are not required, it can 
be obtained in powder form.

The day of précipitants is by no means over ; they will 
Probably be employed more frequently in the future, 
especially in cases where the effective removal of the finer 
Putrescible solids is called for, and also where trade wastes 
are to be considered, either separately or in conjunction 

sewage.
There is little doubt that, given efficient organization, 

sewage sludge could have been used for agricultural pur
poses far more freely than hitherto, even admitting that 
me percentage of actual manurial constituents in it is 
generally low judged by chemical analysis, and that it 
Usually contains more or less grease, which makes it diffi
cult to manipulate. It is quite possible that in the near 
uture there may be a considerably increased demand for 

S<-Wage sludge by farmers, and as the price of nitrogen 
'ucreases, sewage sludge will probably become more valu- 
able. In the case of a large sewage farm which I visited 
somewhat recently large quantities of air-dried sludge 

ave been disposed of to farmers for years past at 3s.
Per load.

' It is very usual to arrive at the value of sewage sludge 
y comparing it with sulphate of ammonia as a standard, 
be nitrogen in sulphate of ammonia, however, is in a 

ptotoly available form, and its effects are practically 
united to the year of application. The nitrogen in 

prdinary sludge sewage, on the other hand, is not as a 
top readily yielded up to plant life, and in assessing the 

•due 0f a manure, ease of deco position is the chief point 
j° be considered. There is itrogen, for example, in 
e?|ther, but it is only rendered available very slowly under 
atoral conditions. The stimulating effects of an artificial 

1, ar,ure are admittedly evanescent, and it possesses 
. stople;” whereas with sewage sludge the manurial effect 
P sPread over a considerable period, while its cheapness 
OrH^erS P°ss‘ble the application of heavy dressings in 
v,r.er to compensate for comparatively low fertilizing 

1 Ue. I would direct the attention of all interested in 
sludge to

a upstry of Munitions concerning compound fertilizers 
sl regulating 'he sale of these on a new basis. This 
a. °u'd have the effect of stimulating the use of ordinary 
rP'bried sewage sludge in compound manures, the unit 
gry e. I°r nitrogen in sewage sludge being 7s. 6d., as 

a,ust 17s- 6d. in the case of nitrogen derived from sul- 
ale of ammonia, nitrate of soda, etc. 1 he word ‘ unit

is defined to mean 1 per cent, by weight in one ton of com
pound fertilizer. It follows that a sewage sludge contain
ing one unit of nitrogen would have a value of 7s. 6d., and 
in most cases it would be easy to air-dry sludge down to 
a point where the contained nitrogen reached 2 per cent.

With regard to the use of wet sludge, I may refer to 
the plan adopted at the Wolverhampton sewage farm by 
William Clifford, A.M.Inst.C.E., the engineer and man- 
ager. The method has now been in use for some four 
years, during- the months of September to April. Briefly, 
the wet precipitation sludge is forced by compressed air 
through 4-in. diameter light iron pipes, provided with 
flexible joints, and irrigated upon farm lands in the neigh
borhood of the works. The farmer provides the horses 
and ridge plough, and the sewage works staff the labor. 
A nominal charge of 10s. per acre is made, but instead of 
payment in money an equivalent in horse hire is taken. 
On grass land the liquid sludge is brushed over the surface 
with bass brooms. From May to August the sludge is 
irrigated over some 6 to 7 acres of land adjoining the 
works. After each dressing a cultivator is passed 
the land, and deodorization is found to be satisfactory. A 
good dressing serves .for a root crop and a straw crop, or, 
alternatively, two grass crops. Given -sufficient storage, 
it is considered that it would be practicable to dispos<”of 
the whole year’s make of sludge in eight months.

nitre-

over

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Garbage and Refuse Disposal

Sir,—We read with much interest the article by Dr. 
Rudolph Hering in The Canadian Engineer of March 14th, 
and only wish the same article would be reprinted in all 
the engineering magazines throughout the whole of this 
continent. The writer has been interested in the question 
of incineration for many years, in Europe and America, 
and has developed a plant with many of the features about 
which Dr. Hering writes.

If only it were possible to get all municipalities to 
study every word in that article, much of the money now 
spent on experimenting -would be used in erecting plants 
which would d-estrpy their refuse and garbage, and give 
them a clean town or city.

Then the question of cost arises, 
of our competitors are erecting plants where the cost for 
burning is as high as $1.50 per ton of garbage burned, 
while we have plants that are doing it for as low as 28 
cents. This, of course, is low, -but it can be done, particu
larly if there be sufficient garbage and refuse to keep the 
plant in continual operation. This is, however, impossible 
in any of the towns or cities where we have built in
cinerator plants.

We have just completed a five-cell plant at Windsor, 
Ont. This plant is burning all the city’s garbage, etc., 
without the use of any fuel, but, just as Dr. Hering says, 
the fireman needs to be intelligent, for they will use up 
any amount of fuel if one allows them to have it. We put 
in an oil burner to each cell, for use only when starting the 
fires or when the garbage is exceptionally wet, but most 
of the firemen seem to delight in seeing the oil burned, 
and it takes a little time to teach them that they do not 
need it. We have succeeded in making our plants destroy 
all ordinary garbage and refuse without using any fuel 
except that found in the garbage itself.

We find that some

no

order issued last October by thean

J. G. PICKARD, 
Canadian Incinerator Co., Limited.

Windsor, Ont., March i6th, 1918.
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great economic possibilities. The solid products of the 
lower grade fuels—lignite, peat and wood—have com
paratively high calorific value, and can, therefore, stand 
transportation charges to far greater distances than can 
the original fuel.

The second point to which I desire to call attention 
is the way in which private individuals and corporations 
wastefully exploit our resources of fuel for their own 
immediate gain.

Coal is wasted in many ways in the winning, and 
Mr. Dick has stated that the percentage of available coal 
brought to the surface from our mines is often very low. 
Thus, where a thick and a thin seam occur together, 
quick profits can be made by working the thick seam 
only, but the thin seam is lost to us, probably for ever. 
Is this right?

Under present conditions, in some districts remote 
from centres of population, immediate profits might be 
made by extracting gasoline from natural gas and allow
ing the gas to go to waste for lack of a convenient 
market. Can this be permitted?

Fuels are wasted in utilization, as Mr. Blizard has 
shown. Our railways burn nine million tons of coal a 
year with an efficiency of only three per cent. Out-of-date 
and inefficient power plants are wasting our fuel resources, 
and the wasteful use as well as the wrongful use of power 
on all sides add to this orgy of extravagance, 
methods may give immediate dividends to individuals, but 
we must consider the present and the future welfare of the 
wholE country, 
continue?

Again and again arise the questions : Is it right waste
fully to exploit our resources for immediate gain? Can 
we afford to allow this waste to continue?

Mr. Blizard’s paper not only calls attention to these 
points, but is also suggestive as to methods of remedy. 
May I recommend the following for consideration :—

That a Dominion Board of Energy Commissioners be 
established, somewhat on the lines of the Board of Rail
way Commissioners, and that this board be given wide 
powers.

That the board consist of mechanical engineers, elec
trical engineers and chemists ; the best men available in 
their respective spheres, having not only high scientific 
and technical ability, but imagination.

That the board be given investigative, advisory and 
restrictive powers—investigative power to carry out such 
laboratory and large-scale investigations as are necessary 
for the efficient utilization of our resources ; the scope of 
the investigations to include the winning and marketing of 
fuels and their by-products, as well as the development and 
employment of power and heat ; advisory power to furnish 
the best advice and most up-to-date information, including 
recommendations as to new developments, improvements 
of old plants, consolidation of power plants, and the co
operative establishment of allied industries ; restrictive 
power to prohibit the inception of needlessly wasteful 
schemes, and to compel the improvement within a term of 
years, where such improvement can be shown to be com
mercially practicable, of all established, needlessly waste
ful processes.

The recommendation as outlined above was considered 
by the Ottawa Branch of the society and later submitted 
to the council of the society at Montreal.

BOARD OF ENERGY COMMISSIONERS 
RECOMMENDED

FEW weeks ago, before the Ottawa Branch of the 
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, John Blizard, 
B.Sc., read a paper on the “Availability of Energy 

for Heat and Power,” which was published in full in 
The Canadian Engineer for March 7th.

At that same meeting Edgar Stanfield, .M.Sc., chief 
engineering chemist, Mines Branch, was invited to be 
present and spoke as follows :—

1 have greatly valued the privilege of attending this 
meeting and listening to Mr. Blizard’s excellent paper, 
the more so because for the past eleven years I have been 
closely associated with him in work on fuel problems.

There are two points to which I desire to call atten
tion. The first is that Mr. Blizard has made it evident 
that the question of how best to utilize our sources of 
energy involves both engineering and chemical problems. 
There was a tendency to relegate the chemist to the attic,, 
as it were, and to submit to him only specific questions ; 
this is, fortunately, now passing, or passed. We must 
realize that only by full co-operation between engineer 
and chemist can we make satisfactory progress towards 
our goal.

A full treatment of the fuel problem cannot neglect 
the chemical possibilities of fuels. It is needless to 
enumerate the chemical compounds, dyes, fertilizers, 
antiseptics, etc., obtained from coal ; their great number 
and their importance are too well known. They are all 
derived, as was stated in the paper, from the primary 
products of the carbonization or coking of coal. The 
coking of coal and the exploitation of its by-products 
constitutes a very large industry, notably in Germany, 
but also in England and elsewhere. The paper points out 
some of the limitations of this method of utilizing fuels. 
In Canada our difficulties in this respect, as in others, 
are greatly increased by the distance between centres of 
population and the geographic distribution of our fuels. 
Nevertheless, I am more optimistic than Mr. Blizard as 
to the future of the carbonization industry. It does not 
appear to me impossible that even in Ottawa we may 
have in the not very distant future a large coke oven 
plant which will operate on water-borne soft coal from 
Nova Scotia, coking it in ovens rather than in retorts 
on account of the economies of the larger scale process, 
and which will distribute gas and coke for domestic and 
factory use throughout the cities of Ottawa and Hull.

Mr. Blizard referred to oven coke as “metallurgical 
coke,” and described it as too hard for convenient 
domestic use; such coke is made by what is called high 
temperature carbonization. Low temperature carboniza
tion gives a softer coke and has many apparent advan
tages. Its commercial development with respect to bitu
minous coal so far, however, has been very disappointing, 
although I still hope for a future for the method.

Carbonization is not confined to bituminous coal. The 
commercial development of low-grade lignite will probably 
involve low temperature carbonization. Some of us have 
been engaged for the past year in studying in the labora
tory the possibilities of this process, and, as has been 
stated in the daily papers, there is a project under con
sideration for the establishment of a commercial car
bonizing and briquetting plant in the West. I am of the 
opinion, moreover, that the carbonization of peat may 
prove a commercial possibility. The carbonizaton of wood 
to form charcoal, wood alcohol, acetic acid, etc., is 
tiready a well-established industry. In every case car
bonization gives solid, liquid and gaseous products with

A
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Can we afford to let these methods

Col. R. W. Leonard, M.Can.lSoc.C.E., will address the 
Ottawa branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers this 
evening on “The Manufacture of Nicu Steel.”



Weight of Vehicles
r * he maximum weight of vehicles (apart from the well- 
(] Co£nized influence on bridges) largely determines the 
JP/h of foundation necessary on a given road, the depth 
si h°U.ndation varying also according to the nature of the 

and particularly in northern cli ates, the season
"Ph c c use the road, 

of many light vehicles will, it is

Address to the American Road Builders’ Association.

r| ''RAFFIC regulation in its relation to road construc- 
X tion and maintenance is a matter in which highway 

engineers and those held responsible for road con
ditions have been unduly patient. Traffic regulation there 
*s, it is true, but for the greater part with a view only to 
questions of public safety and convenience.

The durability of a road is, by the average citizen, 
regarded as independent of traffic; and it seldom occurs 
to him that the use and the abuse of roads are closely 
related. The road, it is assumed, must be able to sustain 
fny form of traffic and any load to which it can be sub
jected, and if the road fails, or shows sign of wear, the 
fault is that o,f the builder, regardless of impossible and 
extraordinary traffic conditions to which the road may 
have been subjected, and for which it was not, perhaps 
c°uld not, have been designed and built.

When traffic regulation in relation to road construction 
ls mentioned, we are apt to be told that restriction would 
tend to retard the good roads movement ; that unless 

good roads” can carry any load at any speed, we lose a 
chief argument in their favor, viz., greater speed, heavier 
loads.

With unlimited funds the engineer 
vvhic.h will sustain unrestricted traffic. But is the engineer 
justified in asking the public to pay for such construction ? 
iyill the public continue to pay for such roads, even if 

they are asked to do so? Or is it preferable that the traffic 
should be restricted within reasonable limits to effect a 
STeat saving in cost? Consideration will indicate that the 
after is a sound, economic course. And it is, ther fore, 
enable that the public should be informed in the m tter ; 
at reasonable traffic standards be fixed and enforced, 

arid that roads be then designed for these conditions.
ft should be emphasized that reasonable standards 

should be fixed. Undue limitation should not be placed 
°a the weight and speed of vehicles, otherwise the value 
th common road and vehicles in transportation, and 
, e'r future development, will be retarded. The question 
argely resolves itself, therefore, into the problem : What 
ato the limits which should be adopted? Can these limits 

varied for different roads? Or for different seasons 
year? Or in minor details which may affect con-

can build roads

struction ?
ft is desirable that the engineer should know, approxi

mately, the number of vehicles for which a road is to be 
Ault. in this there is necessarily much uncertainty, as 

nrafific tributary to a road is subject to many vagaries and 
^fch fluctuation. Assumptions must be made in this 
espeet. But it is enough that assumptions should be 

tjade where uncertainty is unavoidable. Traffic regula- 
°n will fix some factors which can reasonably be definite.

traffic regulations in relation to road
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE*

By W. A. McLean, C.E.
Deputy Minister of Highways, Ontario.

ti ue, influence the foundation, and to meet this condition, 
a certain mass is required ; but a very few heavy 
vehicles may shatter an insufficient foundation and thus 
destroy the entire construction. It is material, therefore, 
that the engineer should know whether the maximum load 
is to be six tons, ten tons, twelve tons, fifteen tons, twenty 
tons, particularly the maximum load concentrated on one 
axle or one wheel, and also the width of tire on which the 
maximum load is concentrated.

Motor and steam trucks are coming into extensive use 
the country highways. Commonly a motor truck, 

itself weighing five tons, can carry a load of seven tons, 
making twelve tons in all. Two-thirds, or eight tons, is 
on the rear axle, one-half of that load, or four tons, is’on 
each rear wheel. The disruptive effect of this load on 
roads of light construction is very great, particularly in 
wet seasons.

on

Steam trucks, with steel tires, in some cases corru-
As an instance, a five-gated, are now in occasional use. 

ton steam wagon in running order with fuel and water, 
weighs about six tons ten cwt., with about two tons 
fifteen cwt., on the front axle and three tons fifteen cwt. 
on the back axle. Practically all the load would come 
the back wheels so that when loaded with five tons, the 
actual weight on the back axles would be eight tons 
fifteen cwt., or over four tons seven cwt. on each 
wheel. Motor trucks carrying fifteen tons and weighing 
in all about thirty tons, are being manufactured.

Self-propelled gasoline motor and steam trucks, in 
addition to their heavy concentrated load, have the further 
disadvantage of exerting a strong driving force (referred 
to more fully in discussing motor car speed) so that their 
use demands not only a heavy and expensive foundation, 
but an especially durable surface as well. Legislation 
limiting extraordinary traffic of this description would ap
pear justifiable, in order that a large increase in the cost 
of roads may not be necessary to serve the requirements 
of a few vehicles. Such limitation at the present time 
would forestall the introduction of unnecessarily heavy 
vehicles and would avoid

on

rear

cases of individual hardship. 
Width of tire alone will not solve the difficulty, as, owing 
to the necessary camber of the road surface, excessive 
width places the load on the edge of the tire. Should in
vestigation justify it, a less weight would be most desir
able in the interest of road maintenance.

I he following schedule is drawn up with a view to the 
traffic law of Ontario, which permits a maximum load of 
twelve tons, or four and one-half tons on one wheel ; and 
a maximum pressure of six hundred and fifty pounds per 
inch in width of tire. The- general assumptions are, that 
two-thirds of the weight of the vehicle and its load will 
be carried on the rear axles ; that wheel pressure is trans
mitted downward at an angle of thirty degrees from the 
vertical ; that the various types of subsoil will safely carry 
the pressure indicated at the head of each column; that 
the road crust is solely of broken stone or macadam con
struction.

From the schedule it is evident that twelve tons is 
the maximum load which can be carried without pro
ducing an excessive tire pressure ; that there is little diffi
culty in providing for a twelve-ton load on gravel, com
pact sand or firm clay ; that clay only moderately dry re
quires a crust approximately ten inches in thickness ;" that 
twelve inches will take care of a six-ton load on wet clay, 
but that sixteen inches would be required for a load of 
twelve tons (a condition which could probably be taken 
care of by a Telford base and broken stone surface having 
a total depth of twelve inches). In the case of quicksand 
and wet, yielding soil, it is evident that special drainage
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Gravel, 8 tons 
per square foot

DEPTH OF STONE IN INCHES

Compact Sand 
or firm Clay,

4 tons per 
square foot

Quick Sand orWet 
Yielding Soil, % ton 

per square foot

Wet Clay,
1 ton per 

square foot

Clay moderate
ly dry, 2 tons 

per square foot

5-98
7.92
9.20
9,60

12.00

13*5°
14.65

13.40
18.30
21.80
24.80 
28.20
31-5°
34.60

9'°5
12.25
14.40
16.20
18.60
20.82
22.50

3-74
4.87
5-65 
6.10
7.26
8.26
9.20

Weight on 
Vehicle, 

tons

Weight on 
Rear Wheel,

Weight per 
inch width of 
Tire, pounds

Width 
of Tire,

6503-°7
ÔÂO6.15 3
6509.21

12.00

12.00

666
833 

1,000 
1,166

12.00
12.00
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Table Showing Required Thickness of Road Crust to Transmit at an Angle of 30° from the Vertical Safe
Bearing Pressures to Subgrades of Various Soils

650 pounds per inch width of tire up to 12-inch tire

will necessarily control to a certain extent, but the crush
ing strength of local material available will necessarily be 
a factor. In a district where trap rock is freely available 
for the road surface, the concentrated loads may be 
greater than where ^soft limestone is the only material 
obtainable.

In Ontario a maximum load of 650 pounds per inch in 
width of the tire is permitted. In Great Britain, the width 
of hard-tired trucks may vary, according to axle weight 
and diameter of wheel, from five inches to fifteen inches. 
In Michigan, a carefully regulated schedule of widths has 
recently been imposed.

or other special construction is necessary to meet the needs 
of any but a light load.

As clay is a soil which has very largely to be con
sidered, its drainage and climatic conditions are evidently 
important factors, as indicated by the difference in depth 
of crust required by a moderately dry clay and one that 
is wet.

Military experience will probably indicate the most 
desirable type and weight of truck for future industrial 
purposes. The great majority of trucks now used by the 
French armies weigh three and one-half tons empty and 
seven to eight tons loaded. This standard, applied to 
road construction generally would effect a great saving in 
cost as compared with the maximum of fifteen or twenty 
tons which unrestricted loading will involve. If military 
preparedness demands provision for heavy artillery load
ings of twenty tons (and the tendency is still upward) a 
more moderate standard should be enforced with respect 
to the great network of purely agricultural and industrial 
roads which cannot be so built without imposing an un
necessary financial burden.

Extraordinary Traffic
The traffic law of Great Britain recognizes the relation

ship between traffic and liability for maintenance, in a 
statute respecting extraordinary traffic, which proceeds 
in part as follows :—

“Where, by a certificate of their surveyor, it appears 
to the authority which is liable or has undertaken to repair 
any highway, whether a main road or not, that having 
regard to the average expense of repairing highways ir> 
the neighborhood, extraordinary expenses have been in
curred by such authority in repairing such highway b) 
reason of the damage caused by excessive weight passing 
along the same, or extraordinary traffic thereon, such 
authority may recover from any person by or in conse
quence of whose order such weight or traffic has been con
ducted, the amount of such expenses as may be proved to 
the satisfaction of the court having recognizance of the 
case to have been incurred by such authority by reason o 
the damage arising from such weight or traffic as afore
said.

Climatic Regulation

The State of Michigan has adopted a very useful regu
lation which provides that “it shall be unlawful to move 
any traction engine or similar heavy machinery over the 
public highways, by its own power or otherwise, during 
the months of March, April and May, or at any other 
time, if by reason of the thawing of frost, or rains, or any 
other cause, the roads are in soft condition rendering them 
unfit for the passage over them of such heavy machinery 
without damage to the highways, or if the engines are 
equipped with lugs which seriously damage the highways, 
except by written permission from the commissioners 
having jurisdiction over said highway or highways.” 
With respect to tires, the Michigan law also provides that : 
“Whenever by reason of the thawing of frost, or rains 
the roads are in soft condition, the maximum carrying 
capacity of tires on all vehicles shall be limited to one-half 
the carrying capacity of tires as provided in this Act.”

Width of Tires

Having determined the foundation which a given sub
soil and load of vehicle will require, the influence of traffic 
on the surface remains to be considered.

The crushing effect of steel tires is an important factor, 
and is one of the features which, in the days of horse- 
drawn traffic only, was covered by “wide-tire” laws. 
Wide-tire laws are still necessary, although their relative 
importance has diminished through the growing pre
ponderance of rubber-tired vehicles. Local considerations

1

“Provided that any person against whom expenses are 
or may be recoverable under this section, may enter into 
an agreement with such authority as is mentioned in this 
section, for the payment to them of a compensation in re
spect of such weight or traffic, and thereupon the persons 
so paying the same shall not be subject to any proceedings 
under this section.”

Speed Regulation

In the case of rubber-tired vehicles, speed is an 
portant factor. It is the general experience that ligh1 
motor vehicles travelling at a speed of 18 to 20 miles an 
hour are not difficult to cope with. That much injury to 
macadam road surfaces results from heavy touring car5 
travelling at speeds of 40 and 50 miles an hour is common 
knowledge to the highway engineer ; where it exists ^ 
any great extent, demanding the proportionate cost 
bituminous treatment, or the selection of a strongly re' 
sistent paving material.
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'T'HE difficulties which present themselves in th 
X tion of waterworks in the northern climated are 

many, and not the least of these is the thawing of 
trozen service pipes.

e opera-

These are due to the prolonged cold 
cause there is insufficient earth

weather, or be- 
covering to protect the 

pipes. In many cases even the mains themselves will 
freeze, where the flow of water is inclined to be sluggish 
thereby rendering &t>
part of the system 
ineffective for do
mestic use and 
crippling it entirely 
in case of fire.

The thawing of 
frozen water pipes 
by means of an 
electric current is 
quite simple, and 
u ndouble dly the 
most effective of 
any of the methods 
in use to-day. Pipes 
up to three inches 
in diameter may be 
thawed in a few

££oo Vo/ta 
Primary

H. C.t A., VWXAAAAWWWxj

wwwvwsawxaZ 
Trans, ho. yTrans, ho. l

AvwryVWVf

secondary
«—--------------55 or no volts----------------------»

Fig. No. 1 .—Arrangement of Trans- 
formers to Obtain 55 Voltsminutes by passing 

a heavy electric i
current at low voltage through the pipes, 
cases, pipes will be frozen only for à few feet, where 
they are exposed the most, and in such cases, the 
time required is usually measured in seconds, and 
even where pipes are frozen for fifteen or twenty 
feet, the time required is not usually over eight minutes 
and in practically no cases would 
be sufficiently long to affect the 
municipality’s twenty - minute 
sustained peak. From the re
cords of over 75 conservative 
cases where service pipes were 
frozen, the maximum time re
quired to thaw any 
was not over five minutes, and 
the majority were not over thirty 
seconds.

In most

one service

One case was noted, 
however, where the current was 
left on for twenty minutes, and, on 
further examination, it was found 
that the valve on the street was
closed. Thawing operations 
not usually carried on past the 
point where the water begins to 
flow, as it is found cheaper to let 
the flowing water thaw the core 
of ice which remains in the pipe.

The apparatus required for 
thawing water pipes consists of 
two 15 k.v.a. (2,200-volt, 110- 
volt) single-phase transformers, 
with the primary windings ar
ranged in such manner that they

are

Fig. No. 2—Connecting 
the Primary Leads 

to the 2,200-Volt 
Circuit

Relation of Highway Department
In view of the close relationship between traffic regula- 

10n and the design of roads, their cost of construction and 
Maintenance, it is desirable that governmental highway 
^Partments and motor vehicle registration and control 

■’Uld be under the one management. Responsibility is 
ffiore definitely fixed, as a highway department is more 

1 <ely to secure a proper observance of traffic laws to the 
advantage of the roads and those who pay.for them, the 
actors to be met in construction and maintenance are 

Under more definite observation and control, the develop- 
niCnt of traffic laws is under logical guidance, and 
Payment of motor car fees is more agreeable to the car 
°'vner if he sees the money going directly to the de
partment which builds and maintains roads. When this 
Policy Was adopted in Ontario, the schedule of fees was 
M^currently doubled with little complaint from 
tl]Vllers" Ontario is the only province of Canada in which 

^ highway department administers traffic laws and 
p0l,ects revenue. In the United States, Massachusetts, 

ennsylvania, Rhode Island, Arkansas, Idaho and 
/‘(Ha appear to be the States in which this p<
Allowed.

more

our car

is

Conclusion
• highways and the vehicles using them should be 

rMMed together. This is as logical as that railroads and 
° lng stock should be so related.

^ rule for definitely fixing standards of loads, widths 
M vehicles, widths of tires and speeds of self-propelled 
Ml 'eles, ;s necessary to the intelligent design of roads. 
r0he eontr°l of traffic by the department responsible for 

construction and maintenance is of advantage.

con-

*From the Bulletin of the Hydro-Electric Power Commis
sion of Ontario.

THAWING WATER PIPES BY ELECTRICITY* 

By H. D. Rothwell
Hydro-Electric Power Commission, North Bay, Ont.

I he propelling power of a horse-drawn vehicle is com
municated to the road through the feet of the horses. 
Speed is limited and makes little difference. The abrading 
effect of the steel tires comes solely from a downward pres
sure varying with the weight of load, diameter and width 
of tire. Self-propelled vehicles, on the other hand, com
municate their driving force to the road at the rim of the 
wheel. While the downward pressure due to weight of load 
does little injury, the driving force is very great. It is 
nearly horizontal, tending to tear away the surface of the 
r°ad, throwing out the binding material and loosening 

This shearing force increases with the speed, 
in direct proportion, but probably in proportion to the 

square of the speed. Thus, taking ten miles as a unit of 
speed and comparing with speeds of twenty, thirty and 
forty miles, the shearing force is not merely twice as 
great at twenty, three times at thirty and four times at 
foi"ty, but instead is four times as great at twenty as at 
ten miles, nine times as great at thirty and sixteen times 
?s great at forty miles. At fifty miles an hour, the shear- 
mg force on this basis would be twenty-five times as great 
as at ten miles.

Excessive speed is thus exceedingly destructive to im
proved roads. Motor 
at a

stones.
not

of moderate weight travelling 
hour, do comparatively little 
Heavy cars travelling at a 

hour do excessive injury

cars
. . speed of twenty miles an 
mjury to a well-built road, 
rate of forty or fifty miles 
Which can be provided for only by expensive types of con
struction. While these types can be adopted for main 
highways, as in the case of foundations, the greater net
work of minor roads require speed limitation, in order that 
heavy construction and maintenance costs may not be un- 
nccessarily imposed. This is the more important at the 
Present stage of road development on this continent, when 
a large mileage must be maintained at low cost while 
main routes are in course of construction.

an

:
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passed since it was difficult to 
a small fraction of the people of

UT a few years 
convince more
the necessity of good highways and of the requisite 

expenditure of money for this purpose.
Now, however, the demand for,good roads is greater 

than the capacity of the road builders to supply the im
mediate wants of the public. The good roads movement 
seems firmly established, so that plans may be made for 
years ahead, looking toward the final and complete de 
velopment and not merely a season’s patchwork, with the 
patches often widely scattered.

Continuous and permanent results can be obtained only 
by complete co-operation on the part of every* organization 
and individual interested in better highways.

B

local affair onlyA portion of a highway is 
than is a part of a railway, telephone or telegraph system 

part of the postal service to be so considered.
This growth in highway interest is shown by the 

change from a town matter to county, then to state, an 
to federal interest in the projects. The co-operation 

has spread to be nation-wide.
Everyone cannot live alongside a main trunk railway) 

nor can everyone live adjacent to a trunk highway.
It is co-operation in the road work which in time will 

give those who live at a distance from the trunk highway 
a good route to the trunk line, just as the branch rail
way carries us and our freight to the main line for the 
long haul.

To carry this work to its best development, the 
public must be kept in touch with the plans so that 
everyone may be able to see and understand just what 
is being done, and what connection the roads in front of 

his place or in the next neighborhood has with the general 
scheme.

Many unnecessary and unjust criticisms are 
only of highway, but of other construction projects, be
cause the complete plan is not understood.

This is the co-operation, based on the information of
Such information *s

no more a

or a

now

made, not

the public, which we must have, 
given at public meetings, by individual effort, in maga' 
zines and in newspapers.

In addition to these most excellent methods, I wish t0 
note another possibility of great promise—the schools.

Make opportunities, in which I am sure the teachers
section in the schools °*will aid, to give talks on your

*Paper read before the Wisconsin Highway Commission-

CO-OPERATION IN ROAD BUILDING*

By John G. D. Mack
Chief Engineer, State of Wisconsin.

Fig. No. 3.—Thawing Outfit, Showing Secondary Reels, Etc.

may be connected in series or parallel. This is accom
plished by three primary cut-outs, as shown in Fig. No. i. 
By this arrangement, if the two fuse plugs are inserted in 
position “A” and “B,” the windings will ibe in parallel, 
or if one fuse plug is inserted in position “C,” the wind
ings will be in series. Fuse plugs are used instead of 
switches, owing to the fact that a short circuit might be 
caused by closing the wrong combination oif switches.

The secondary windings of the transformers are con
nected permanently in parallel and by this arrangement it 
is possible to get 55 volts or no volts, depending upon the 
arrangement of the primary windings—whether they 
connected in series or in parallel.

The transformers, which are mounted on the centre of 
a sleigh, are clamped together by four cross-arms and six 
through bolts. The cross-arms serve as a support for the 
cut-out and also an ammeter, which is connected in the 
primary side, to indicate the current taken.

Four reels of wire are carried as a part of the outfit. 
The two mounted on the rear of the sleigh are No. 6, B. 
and S. gauge, stranded, double-braid, rubber-covered, and 
are used for making connections to the 2,200-volt primary.

are

!
£house

FrozenService.
pipe lI

WaJer matnThawiny
Machine

un

B20Q1/ Primary

Street
hydrant

Fig. No. 4.—Thawing Frozen Service Pipe

The two forward reels are bare No. 210, extra flexible, 
copper cable. Primary reels carry about 800 feet on each, 
whereas the secondary reels contain about 250 feet on 
each.

The ends of the wires nearest the centre of the reels 
brought out through a hole made in the side, and a 

suitable connector is soldered on, which facilitates the 
making of connections to both the primary and the 
secondary transformers, after sufficient wire has been 
payed out.

are

The usual method of thawing an ordinary 
house service is to connect one of the secondary 
cables to the nearest street hydrant and to attach 
the other to the cold-water tap on the service to 
be thawed. Having already connected the primary 
leads to the nearest 2,200-volt circuit, all that 
remains to be done is to insert the fuse plug in 
position “C”, and the thawing will commence im
mediately. By watching the ammeter, the operator 

usually tell if sufficient current is flowing to 
complete the thawing, 
the street hydrant a considerable distance away,

no volts, but such

can
In a few cases, were

it would be necessary to use 
instances would not be many on the ordinary
waterworks system.
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by T. H. Hogg. 189.

Essentials of Descriptive Geometry, F. G. Hig- 
bee, reviewed by VV. J. Smither. 536.

Examination of Water: Chemical and Bacterio
logical, William P. Mason, reviewed by 
Joseph Race. 283.

Graphics, H. W. Spangler, reviewed by W. J. 
Smither. 536.

Handbook of Clearing and Grubbing Methods 
and Cost, H. P. Gillette, reviewed by H. M. 
Anderson. 188.

Handbook of Engineering Mathematics, Walter 
E. Wynne and William Spraragen, reviewed 
by Professor Alfred Baker. 284.

How to Make High-Pressure Transformers, 
Professor F. E. Austin, reviewed by Alfred 
S. L. Barnes. 286.

Irrigation Works Constructed by the United 
States Government, Arthur Powell Davis, re
viewed by A. S. Dawson. 80.

Mechanical Equipment of Buildings, Vol. 11, 
L. A. Harding and A. C. Willard, reviewed 
by H. H. Angus. 188.

Memorandum on Chain and Other Lifting Ap
pliance, G. S. Taylor, reviewed by A. L. 
Haas. 461.

Operation and Maintenance of Irrigation Sys- 
S. T. Harding, reviewed by A. S.

Brid

John. B. Me-
305.

351.

Butler R. A. ; Funding Sanitary Improvements as 
a Means of Increasing Water Consumption 

Buying of Road Materials, October 25. 56 
By-Laws—Canadian Society of Civil Engineers Re

vision of. 528.
By-Laws Covering Flat Slab Concrete Buildings 

”lth,-,A=tuaI Tests, Comparisons of Various*; 
W. W. Pearse. 329.

373*

B
Bav
Bak!,’ ^rofessor Alfred.! 283.
BakJ\ Professor Alfred.! 284.

•aehteff Receives Appointment to High Diplo- 
Bal P°=t. 7-

health ^ ^—Water Departments and the Public

BanieS’ A,fred S. L.Î 286.
BaTf eiîîan» Sergt.-Major Scott.§ 288.

D*ttW> Frof. Edward; Comparative Tests of Air 
Qi. vUsers and Devices for Dewatering Activated

Beamdg^* 339:

j Deflections—Graphical Determination of*;
Beck S t ®- Kommers. 530.
Beck >c.mes P-§ 288-

Br~ , lr Adam) in Dispute with City Engineer
Begdzl".

Pi ’ VV- A. ;
Bell?'* -

8cr, Ernest.§

c
Cairns, D. D.§ 44. (July 5).
Calgary—Sewerage Details in.* 73.
Calgary Branch, Can.Soc.C.E., December ,0. so. 
Cameron, VV. G. ; Construction of the Woodville 

Avenue Sewer, Toronto.*CapT,:r,0na„dWTimberTBOen^°g. Buih

Camp Builders' Organization.*
Campbell, Lieut. J. J.§ 428.
Canada Foundries Company, October 18 ..
C.N.R.—Nationalization of the.t 125.
C.N.R.—Newspaper Comment re. 1*40.
C.N.R. Bill—Lord Shaughnessy Issues Statement 

Outlining Attitude 
C.N.R.,

terns,
Dawson. 284.

Parallel Tables of Slopes and Rises, Constan
tine K. Smoley, reviewed by M. B. Atkin
son. 369-

Practical Book in Elementary Metallurgy, 
Edgar Thim, reviewed by Dr. Alfred

345-

Ernest 
Stansfield. 537.

Practical Road Building, Chas. E. Foote, re
viewed by W. A. McLean. 461.

Practical Township Settlement
Lend $7,500,000 to G.T.P.— Nationalize.198.

372.
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Economics of Bridge Design. 321.
Edwards, L. N. ; Effects of Grading of Sands and 

Consistency of Mix Upon Strength of Concrete.*

Concrete Sidewalks—Glare From** ; A. L. Haas. 
305-

Concrete Sidewalks—Glare from**; Arthur Crump
ton. 143.

Concrete Sidewalks—Iron Ore Tailings in Top 
Finish of. 281.

Concrete Slabs to Determine the Effect of Remov
ing Excess Water Used in Mixing—Tests of* ; A. 
N. Johnson. 97.

Concrete Tank—Building a 2,000,000-Gallon Rein
forced.* 15.

Concretes—Economical Proportions for Portland 
Cement Mortars and* ; J. A. Kitts. 291. 

Conservation—Annual Meeting of the Commission

Conservation—Government Water. 510.
Conservation of Resources.t 5°3- 
Consistency of Mix Upon Strength of Concrete- 

Effects of Grading of Sands and* ; L. N. Ed
wards. 133.

Consulting Engineering—Provincial.t 503. 
Consulting Engineers—Municipal** ; Murphy and 

Underwood. 17.
Contractor—The Position of the Engineer in the 

Community and Ilis Relations to the ; S. M. 
Swaab. 354.

Cook Contract and Suspend Aqueduct Work—Mont
real to Cancel. 47.

Cooper, H. S. ; Public Utility Rates. 440. 
Co-operation—Practical Plan of Engineering ; h. 

H. Newell. 1x8.
Copper Production Increased. 62. (September 20). 
Cost Data on Roadways of Queen Victoria Niagara 

Falls Park System. 446.
Cost Plus Contracts—Lump Sum vs. ; Fred. A. 

Jones. 491.
Costs—Expenses and ; H. L. Gantt. 518.
Crandell, John S. ; Sand-Hay-Tar Experimental 

Road.* 414.
Creosoted Wood Stave Pipe Upon Water for Do

mestic and Irrigational Uses—Effect of. 386.
Crib and Embankment Cofferdam Costing $86,290.*

Croft, Henry.§ 44. (August 30).
Crossley, T. Linsey.î 
Crumpton, Arthur ;

Iks.**
Cummings, James Fulton.§ 104.
Cunningham, Flight-Lieut. J. Nelson.§ 484.
Curves on Subdivisions—Methods of Locating ; R. 

Russell Grant. 65.

C.N.R. Nationalization—Hydro Does Not Favor. 
139-

C.N.R. Purchase.t 389.
C.N.R. Stock—The Pledgees of the.f 191. 
Canadian Pacific Finances, November 22. 50.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. 436. 
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. 504. 
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers' Annual Meet-

Canadia4n4Society of Civil Engineers, Elections and 

Transfers. 116.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, Elections and 

Transfers. 294.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, Elections and 

Transfers. 471. w
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, Elections and 

Transfers. 408.
Canadian Society.

By-Laws. 528.
Can. Soc.

tends Reception to New. 151.
Cardew, M.C., Lieut. J. H.§ 41°- 
Carson, H. P. ; Removal of Manganese from Water 

Supplies.* 438. .
Cast-Iron Pipe—Deterioration of Carrying Capacity 

of; Burt B. Hodgman. 115- 
Cast-Iron Water Mains—Cement Joints. 54* 
Cataraqui River—Bascule Bridge Across*; R. K.

Palmer. 1. , _ r ™7
Cauchon, N. ; Loop Station and One Right-of-Way 

at Hamilton.* 43- _ , , . .
Cauchon, Noulan ; Railway Problem.** x77*
Cement Joints for Cast-Iron Water Mains.* 54- 
Cement Joints for Cast-Iron Water Mains. 377. 
Cement-Gun Construction Methods* ; B. C. Collier.

133-
Edwards, L. N. ; Sands and Consistency of Con

crete.* 157.
Electrical Catalogue—Big New. 304.
Electrical Engineers, Toronto Section—American 

Institute of. 348.
Electrical Engineers,

Institute of. 426.
Electrical Engineers, Toronto Section—American 

Institute of. 508.
Electrical Engineers, Toronto Section—American 

Institute of. 477.
Electrical Production Growing, December. 52.
Electrolysis—Troubles Caused Thereby and

Remedies Which May be Applied ; A. F. Ganz.

Toronto Section—American

of Civil Engineers, Revision of
Electrolysis in Underground Water Pipes; Jos. W.

Electrolysis in Underground Water Pipes; Jos. W. 
Ivy. 318.

Elmendorf, Armin ; Stresses in Impact.* 164. 
Engineer—Awakening Recognition of the; Fraser 

S. Keith. 429.
Engineer—Claim of the.! 103.
Engineer—Lawyer and the.f 147- 
Engineer—Politics and the.f 83.
Engineer—Present Representation and the.f 349- 
Engineer—Recognition of the.f 371- 
Engineer—Reconstruction and the.f 19.
Engineer: A Monk is He**; R. O. Wynne-Roberts.

C.E. Secretary—Manitoba Branch Ex-

47-.
Engineer and Public Affairs.f 287.
Engineer Elected as Director. 519.
Engineer in the Community and His Relations to 

the Contractor—The Position of the ; S. M- 
Swaab. 354.

Engineering Co-operation.f 427.
Engineering Co-operation—Practical Plan of; F. H- 

Newell. 118.
Engineering Graduates and Industrial Demands , L. 

W. W. Morrow. 434.
Engineering Help is Needed.f 169.
Engineering Profession—Suggestions for Improve

ments in the ; F. G. Jonah. 88.
Engineering Schools—Reducing Standards for Ad

mission to**; A. Rivers Whitelaw. 306.
Engineering Society, University of Toronto, Novero 

ber 8. 50.
Engineers and Contractors.f 521.

and Government.f 211.

28.
Cement-Gun Outfit—Portable. 126.
Chace, W. G. ; Sands and Consistency of 

crete.** 282.
Charges—Surveyors’. 94. .
Charter—Ontario Opposes Road Association. 50. 
Cheque—A Blankf 169. .
Chittenden, Brig.-Gen. H. M„ Detention Reser

voirs with Spillway Outlet as an Agency in Flood 
Control. 38..

Chorlton, A. E. L. ; Design and Constructional 
Features of Turbine Pumps.*

Cities—Net Debt of American. 56. (August 30). 
City Management as a Profession. 538.
City Work—Planning Board for.* 117.
Civic Mission—The Engineer's.! 307.
Ciyil Engineering—A Visit, to the Home of, Sergt.

Gordon L. Shanks. 342.
Clark, George T.Ï 284.
Coagulant Intermittently in

Application of* ; Elbert E. Lochridge. 11.
Coal—Canada Must Conserve. 520.
Coal—Develop Water Power to Save; Leo G. 

Denis. 48.
Coal and Power Shortage.f 483.
Coal Problem—Our Serious.f. 521.
Coal Situation. 207.
Coal Transport Paralyzes Trade—Lack of. 82. 
Cobaltcrom is a New Discovery, November 8. 50.
Cohden and South Falls Hydro-Electric Plants.*

Con-

537- •
Glare from Concrete Side-

143-
152.

D Engineers
Engineer's Civic Mission.f 307.
Engineers' Club Improved—Toronto. 295. 
Engineers Meet at Moose Jaw ; J. N. deStein. 209. 
Evaporation from Water Surfaces and River-Bed 

Materials* ; R. B. Sleight. 515.
Exhibition Grounds—Design of** ; * C. B. Johnson-

Dallyn, Harry.§ 44. (August 30).
Dam The Effect of Intrusive Water on the Sta

bility of a Masonry* ; A. A. Stoddard. 474- 
Dam Across St. Maurice River Completed—La 

Loutre* ; Chas. Luscombe. 523.
Dam Design—Multiple Arch* ; L. Jorgensen. 297. 
Dam of “Home-Made" Design Fails in Nova 

Scotia* ; K. H. Smith. 445.
Darling, E. H. ; General Specifications for Steel 

Highway Bridges, Ontario, 1917.* 391- 
Dawson, A. S.+ 80.
Dawson, A. S.t 284.
Debt of American Cities—Net. 56. (August 30). 
DeLury, Prof. Alfred T.+ 462.
Demurrage Rates Increased. 124.
Denis, Leo. G. ; Develop Water Power to Save 

Coal. 48.
Denis, Leo. G. ; Report of Committee on Waters 

d Water Powers. 399.
Denis, Leo. G. ; Water-Powers and Industrial De

velopment. 380.
Design of a Railway Tank.* 49.
Design of Docks and Wharves* ; W. H. Hoyt. 277. 
deStein, J. N. ; Engineers Meet at Moose Jaw. 209. 
Development Board—Imperial.! 170.
Dick, James ; Hydro-Electric Power Development 

and Pulp Manufacturing Plant at Smooth Rock 
Falls.* 485. r ^

Dick, W. J. ; Engineering Applications of Geo
logy.* 467.

Directory of Natural Resources. 484.
D'Lemay, Tracey.t 537-
Docks and Wharves—Design of* ; W. H. Hoyt. 277. 
Dominion Railway System.t 191.
Don’t Hamper the Farmer.! 62.
Downie, Archibalds 84.
Drainage in the Red River Valley in Manitoba ; 

G. B. McColl. 393.
Drayton-Acworth Report —Criticizes. 52.
Drinking Fountains* ; H. A. Whittaker. 162. 
Drvsdale, Charles W.§ 14- (July 19)-
Duff, Sergt. Robert H.§ 44. fSeptember 6). 
Duggan, Major Kenneth Lock.§ 428.
Dupuis, Prof. Nathan F.§ 84.

Excess Amounts—

347-
Expenditures—Regulation of Public.! 41. 
Expenses and Costs ; H. L. Gantt. 518.

F
Fales, A. L. ; Some Characteristics of the Activated 

Sludge Process of Sewage Treatment. 230. 
Farmer-- Don’t Hamper the.! 62.
Field Manual for Railroad Engineers, J. C. Nagle> 

reviewed by J. R. W. Ambrose. 536. # _
Fills -Distribution of Pressures Through Earth ; 

A. T. Goldbeck. 76.
Filter Bottoms and Strainer Systems—Mechanical ;

Robert Spurr Weston. 343.
Filtration—Rapid Sand ; Geo. A. Johnson. 272- 
Filtration Plant at Aylmer, P.Q.,*; H. Llewelly» 

Seymour. 373.
Filtration Plant—Ottawa Branch of Canadian 

ciety of Civil Engineers to Visit Aylmer. 348.
Operation—Some Practical Prob-

3°9-
Coes, H. V.Î 368. J _ , . , *
Cofferdam Costing $86,290—Crib and Embankment.

Collier, B.C. ; Cement-Gun Construction Methods.*

Composition of Technical Papers, Part i, General 
Principles of Expository Writing, Homer Andrew 
Watt, reviewed by A. J. Meyers. 535.

Concrete-Effects of Grading of Sands and Con
sistency of Mix Upon Strength of*; L. N. Ed
wards. 133.

Concrete—Notes on the Uses of* ; A. L. Eastman. 
508.

Concrete—Sands and Consistency of.! M7-
Concrete—Sands and Consistency of*; L. N. Ed

wards. 157.
Concrete—Sands

Chace. 282. #
Concrete Beams—Alignment Diagrams for De

termining the Bending Moments of Reinforced , 
F. P. Watson and G. L. Wingfield. 3*4-

Concrete Buildings, with Actual Tests—Compari
sons of Various By-Laws Covering Flat Slab ; 
W. W. Pearse. 329.

Concrete for Ships—Reinforced. 58.
Concrete for Winnipeg Aqueduct Pipe Line—Con

sulting Engineers Recommend. 324.
Concrete in Sea Water. 415.
Concrete Pipe—May Use. 178.
Concrete Road Aggregate—Tests of; J. P. Nash.

Filtration Plant
lems in; Lewis I. Birdsall. 31.

Finn, Eug. M. ; Three Official Quebec Bndgc 
Photographs.* 296. *

Floating Structure of 3,700 Tons Displacement.
and Consistency of**; W. G.

Flood Control—Detention Reservoirs with Spillway 
Outlets as an Agency in ; Brig.-Gen. H. 
Chittenden. 384.

Flow Conditions in Flumes* ; John S. Longwell. 41*' 
Flow of Water Through Submerged Short Pipe'" 

Effect of Mouthpiece on. 356. .
Flumes—Flow Conditions in* ; John S. Longwel -

(July 19).

Flushing—Its Place in the Street Cleaning Field » 
R. W. Parlin. 51.

Forest Industry—Quebec, November 22. 50.
Forms for Concrete Roads—Side* ; J. H. Ande

Concrete Roads—Side Forms for* ; J. H. Anderson.

Concrete Ships—Booklet on. 520.
Concrete Ships—Reinforced* ; J. L. Weller. 74- 
Concrete Ship Construction. 528 
Concrete Ships in Scotland. 372- 
Concrete Sidewalks—Glare From**; A. E. Horn.

E son. 101.
Fountains—Drinking* ; H. A. Whittaker. 162. 
French, R. DeL.t 368.
Fuel Problem. 141. .
Funding Sanitary Improvements as a Means of 1 ^ 

creasing Water Consumption ; R. A. Butler »n 
F. C. Jordan, lax.

Earth Fills—Distribution of Pressures Through* ; 
A. T. Goldbeck. 76.

Eastman, A. E. ; Notes on the Uses of Concrete.

Eaton “Model Highway"—Reconstruction of the.* 

449-177-
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I Limit?—Why Not a Maximum.f 147.
Lochridge, Elbert E. ; Application of Coagulant In

termittently in Excess Amounts.* u.
Lockhart, Flight-Lieut. William Eric.§ 44. (July 5). 
Locomotive Design and Construction from a 

Maintenance Standpoint ; W7. H. Winterrowd. 420. 
London—Pit-Run Gravel Concrete Used for Pave

ment Sub-Base at.*

c

Gantt, H. L. ; Expenses and Costs. 518.
Ganz, A. F. ; Electrolysis—Troubles Caused There

by and Remedies Which May be Applied. 216.
Garbage Removal and Street Cleaning at Saska- 

toon—Cost of. 502.
Gardner, H. A. ; Notes on Prepared Paints for 

Metal Surfaces. 218.
Gardner, Russell Thomas.§ 308.
Gasoline Rock Drill—New. 222.
Geology—Engineering Applications of* ; W. J. 

Dick. 467.
German, H. H.J 80.
Gibbons, Lieut. Gwynn G.§ 44 (September 6).
Glare from Concrete Sidewalks** ; A. E. Horn. 177.
G are from Concrete Sidewalks** ; A. L. Haas. 305.
Glare from Concrete Sidewalks** ; Arthur Crump- 

*43-
Glass, E. E. ; Charts for the Use of Road-Oiling 

Inspectors.* 301.
Goebelle, N. J. ; Queen Street Pavement, Tilbury, 

Ont.*

Ice Jams at Niagara.! 83.
Ice Jams at Niagara** ; T. Kennard Thomson. 142. 
Imperial Development Board.!
Industrial Conditions in Canada. 40.
Industrial Demands—Engineering Graduates and ; 

L. W. W7. Morrow. 434-
Industrial Development—Water-Powers and ; Leo. 

G. Denis. 380.
Industrial Problems After the War. 54. (July 19). 
Industrie

Longwell, John S. ; Flow Conditions in Flumes.*

Lowes, I\ ; Mimico and New Toronto Joint Sewer
age System.* 267.

Lumbering and Shipbuilding.
Lump Sum vs.

Jones. 491.
Lunt, Reuben G.§ 466.
Luscombe, Chas. ; La Loutre Dam Across St. 

Maurice River Completed.*

No Slackening in, November 22. 52. 
Inspection—Keenest Competition Over. Dec. 27. 50. 
Intake and Outflow Velocities. 412.
Iron and Steel in Canada—Production of. 502. 
Iron and Steel Industry of Canada ; Notes on its 

Present and Future Position ; D. H. McDougall.

232.
Cost Plus Contracts ; Fred. A-

325.
Irrigation Canal with Gunite—Lining an.* 401. 
Irrigation Structures—Calculations for Design of* ;

Irving, Lieut.-Col. Thomas C.§ 410.
Ivy, Jos. W. ; Electrolysis in Underground Water 

Pipes. 33.
Ivy, Jos. W. ; Electrolysis in Underground Water 

Pipes. 318.

Lynch, Lieut. T. W. J. ; Water Powers of Nova. 
Scotia, it 1.

Chas. W. Helmick.

M
Geodesy—A Few Thoughts on; J. L. Rannie. 69. 
Goldbeck, A. T. ; Distribution of Pressures Through 

Earth Fills.* 76.
oldman, H. A. ; Outline the Terms of Arbitra- 
Uon.** I77.

p0°ci Roads Organization ; Jas. J. MacKay. 93. 
Government—Engineers and.! 211.
Grand Trunk Issue Oversubscribed, Dec. 27. 44- 

•GP.—Nationalize C.N.R., Lend $7>5°°>000
to. iog.

jand Trunk Presidency.! 211.
Grant, Donald.§ 44 (July 5).

Machinery; Its Selection, Use and Care-Modern 
Roadmaking ; W. Huber. 13.

MacKay, Jas J. ; Good Roads Organization. 93.
Macpherson, Lieut. Charles Kenneth.§ 4i0.
Maintenance W7ork—Some Present-Day Problems in 

Railway; F. B. Tapley. 3i2.
Manganese from Water Supplies—Removal of*; H. 

P. Carson. 438.
Manholes foir Sewers—Drop* ; Irwin W. Whitte- 

more. 379.
Manitoba Branch, Canadian Society of Civil Engi

neers. 426.
Manitoba Branch, Canadian Society of Civil Engi

neers. 436.
Manitoba Branch, Can. Soc. C.E. 504.
Manitoba Branch, Can. Soc. C.E. 508.
Manitoba Branch, Can. Soc. C.E., Dec. 20. 52.
Manitoba Branch Extends Reception 

Soc. C.E. Secretary. 151.
Manitoba's Hydrometric Survey—Metering Acces

sories.* 100.

J
Jackman, W. T. ; Canada’s Railroad Problem. 9.
Johnson, A. N. ; 

termine the Eff 
Used in Mixing.* 97.

Johnson Addresses Society—Phelps.
Johnson, C. V. ; Design of Exhibition Grounds.** 

347-
Johnson, Geo. A. ; Rapid Sand Filtration. 272.
Johnson, George A. ; Water Purification in War 

Time. 405.
Joint Committee on Water Consumption—Report 

of. 344.
Joint Council—U.S. Engineers Form. 7.
Joints for Cast-Iron Water Mains—Cement.* 54.
joints in Fir and Hemlock Timbers—Tests on 

Nailed.* 437-
Jonah, F. G. ; Suggestions for Improvements in 

the Engineering Profession.
Jones, Fred. A. ; “Lump Sum" vs. “Cost Plus" 

Contracts. 491.
Jordan, F. C. ; Funding Sanitary Improvements as 

a Means of Increasing Water Consumption. 121.
Jorgensen, L. ; Multiple Arch Dam Design.* 297.
joyt, W. H. ; Design of Docks and Wharves.*
Junction Points—Winnipeg and Port Arthur 

Natural ; Jas. H. Kennedy. 5.

Tests of Concrete Slabs to De-
ect of Removing Excess Water

519-

J1111. R. Russell ; Methods of Locating Curves on 
Subdivisions. 65. 

travel—Screening Road. 46.
'ay, E. R. ; Cost of Oiling Hamilton’s Streets, 
unite—Lining an Irrigation Canal with.* 401.

493-

to New Can.
H

a. l.î 461.
t. as> A. L. ; Glare from Concrete Sidewalks.** 305.
H^rfrty. R. A. W.t 79.

abfax Disaster.! 522. 
amilton—To Improve. 388.
amilton Loop Station and One Right-of-Way at* ; 
W . F. Tye and N. "Cauchon. 43. 
amilton Road Commission, October 25. 54. 
amilton—Owen Sound Highway. 54. 
andling Construction Materials.! 
arbor Development—Progress 

JJarkness, A. H.Î 463. 
ealth?—Why Not a Minister of Public.! 427. 
eckle, George R.+ 188.
P'Sht, M. C. ; Notes on the Performance of Hoist- 

} lllg Ropes.* 481.
j a^Ick, Chas. W. ; Calculations for Design of 
ri 'gation Structures.* 423.

J «ni Fred S-§ 44. (July lg).
Jytzberg, A. L.I 283.
, C. H.Î 286.

12 Pressure Plant Used as Standby* ; Wilfrid P. 
ir i.ereton- ‘49-

tf, and> Scotland G. ; New Features in Charter of 
Jr ater Board. 387.

■ghway—Completion of Toronto-Hamilton* ; H. S. 
Hl„fn Scoyoc. 85.

. "’ay Bridges, Ontario, 1917—1.
1 j. lans for Steel* ; E. H. Darling. 391.

L *Way Engineering at Ontario Agricultural Col- 
Hi»?6 Lectures in. 174.
,l»Rh Vay *>ropofie(l—Owen Sound-Hamilton. 151.

Manufacturers of Canada. 460.
Marine Borers—Study of Wood Preservatives and ; 

C. H. Teesdale and L. F. Shackell. 423.
Materials—Handling Construction.! 19.
Materials for Highway Bridges—Diagram for Com

puting Quantity of.* 143.
Matthews, H. G.§ 42. (July 12).
Maximum Limit?—Why Not a.! 147.
McAuliffe, Michael.§ 448.
McColl, G. B. ; Drainage in the Red River Valley 

in Manitoba.*
McDougall, D. H. ; The Iron and Steel Industry of 

Canada ; Notes on its Present and Future Posi 
tion. 325.

McLean, W. A.Î 461.
McLennan, Flight Commander George.§ 466.
McLeod, Prof. C. H.§
McLeod, George M.§

Ha
88.

377-
19-

in Toronto.* 127. 393-

K

Keith, Fraser S. ; Awakening Recognition of the 
Engineer. 429.

Keith's Western Trip—Secretary. 179.
Kennedy, Allen F.§ 44. (October 18).
Kennedy, Jas. H. ; Winnipeg and Port Arthur are 

Natural Junction Points. 5.
Kenny, Lieut. Nelson C.§ 44- (July 5)-
Killam, S. E. ; Breaks in Water Mains. 416.
Killam, Samuel E. ; Results of the Use of Meters 

in the Metropolitan Water District, Boston,
Mass.* 365.

Kirkpatrick, Geo. Bromley.§ 126.
Kitchener Alderman Furnishes Bail. 8.
Kitts, J. A. ; Economical Proportions for Portland 

Cement Mortars and Concretes.* 291.
Morris ; Metropolitan Districts for 
and Administration. 156.

,, Jesse B. ; Graphical Determination of
Deflections.*

540.
44. (September 6).

McRae, John B. ; Lemieux Island Bridge, Ottawa.** 
305-

Metal Surfaces—Notes on Prepared Paints for; H. 
A. Gardner. 218.

Metalliferous Production—Ontario's.
Metering Accessories of Manitoba's Hydrometric 

Survey.* 100.
Meters in the Metropolitan Water District, Boston, 

Mass.—Results of the Use of* ; Samuel E. 
Killam. 365.

Metropolitan Districts for Planning and Administra
tion ; Morris Knowles. 156.

Meyers, A. J.Î 535.
Meyers, A. J. ; Mooring and Hoisting the Suspend

ed Span.* 246.
Meyers, A. J. ; No Rocker Bearings Nor Steel 

Castings This Year.* 240.
Mimico and New Toronto joint Sewerage System* ; 

T. Lowes. 267.
Mineral Production—Ontario, December 27. 44.
Mineral Production for Six Months—Ontario’s. 299. 
Mineral Production of Canada. 54. (Sept. 13). 
Model Town-^Canada's First, October 25. 56.
Monolithic Ship Construction ; G. Ernest Booker.

General Specifica-

Knowles,
Planning

Kommers
Beam

for State ;P ays—Hard-Surface Pavements
parles J. Bennett. 511.

H.ehways—Mobilizing Our. 18.
v** "’ays Department—Report of Commission lu

ll fStl£ation, Saskatchewan. 78.
Lod!0"’ ■JosePh-§ 540.

bnian, Burt B. ; Deterioration of Carrying Ca
ll acity of Cast-Iron Pipe. 115.
n°!g 1- l89-
Hoi • *- H.Î 285.

isting Ropes—Notes on the Performance of* ; 
u"1’ C- Hei§ht and O. F. Tillson. 481. 

me of Civil Engineering—A Visit to ;
Gordon L. Shanks.

530.
I

L
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T pposition to metering is due largely to prejudice 
to a misapprehension as to the results which 

follow the installation of meters. There is a gen
erally prevalent belief that meters are intended to restrict 
the “use” of water and that, unless the consumer cuts 
down the quantity of water which he requires or is accus
tomed to use, his water bills will be increased The 
problem, therefore, is to overcome this prejudice and mis
apprehension by demonstrating that meters do not restrict 
the “use” of water; that they produce results by prevent
ing waste and leakage; and that they result in an equit
able apportionment of water charges, and in the reduction 
rather than in the increase of bills in the vast majority of 
cases. If consumers and owners can be convinced of these 
facts, opposition to metering will disappear. The same 
arguments that are advanced against meters to-day have 
been used for years not only in Chicago but in practically 
every other city where metering has been proposed. Yet 
wherever it has been introduced experience has demon
strated that there was and is no basis for the objections 
raised.

Metering is not proposed 
use” of water.

means of restricting the 
“Use,” we repeat, is meant to include 

every legitimate use to which water can be put for do
mestic, industrial, and municipal purposes, including 
water for sprinkling streets and lawns, extinguishing fires^ 
flushing sewers, and every other purpose for whichwater 
is necessary or has any real value. The abundant use of 

should be encouraged and every inducement should 
be held out, particularly to domestic consumers to insure 
their using all the water which can possibly be of value in 
improving health and sanitary conditions. To this end, 
rates should be fixed so

as a

water

as to guarantee every consumer 
ample supply at a reasonable price which he should be 

required to pay even though he fail to use his full allow
ance. A minimum charge of this kind would remove any 
inducement to “skimp” or save on water at the expense 
of health or comfort and, as hereafter pointed out would 

other important purposes.

an

serve

One reason why metering is advocated is because it 
is the most effective
ply of water under sufficient

for insuring an abundant sup- 
pressure to enable all con

sumers, including those living in sections remote from 
pumping stations and -upon the upper floors of apartment 
buildings, to obtain promptly and at all times the water 
which they require and are entitled to for their legitimate 
uses. This would be accomplished by curtailing waste 
and leakage and not by restricting “use.” Such a con
dition has never existed in Chicago and in the opinion of 
the Bureau never will be brought about until metering is 
introduced on a comprehensive scale.

means

Meters are not intended to operate as a restriction 
upon the use” of water and they do not in fact produce 
that result. This is well illustrated by the situation in 
Cleveland, Ohio, and in Oak Park, 111.,"both of which are 
under complete meter control. Both Cleveland and Oak 
Park charge on the basis of a certain rate, , c . . , . Per i ,000 gals,
but hx a minimum charge which must be paid whether or 
not the quantity of water to which the consumer is en
titled for that charge is used.

In Cleveland, the minimum charge applicable to the 
large majority of consumers is $2.50 or $5 a year, depend
ing upon the size of the building, the number of fixtures,

«Abstracted from “The Water Works Svstem of Chicago ’’ 
a recent report by the Chicago Bureau of Public Efficiency

POPULAR OBJECTIONS TO WATER METERING 
AND HOW TO OVERCOME THEM*

your district. Illustrate these talks with maps and de
scribe why the road is located as shown, how it is to be 
constructed, how it is to be financed, its cost, its relation 
to other pants of the system, and other points of general 
toterest.

. 1 here is no better lesson in local geography, with some 
economics, arithmetic and other subjects thrown in. 
h urthermore, anyone who has children in school knows 
that the points given in school rather lead the home 
versation.

con-
One other point we sometimes overlook, and 

<1 very important one it is in this connection, is that before 
We ‘grown-ups” realize it, the present-day school children 
are also grown up, and we should therefore give them an 
early and correct start on the principles of good road 
development.

All that we of this age have, and all that we are, is 
the result of co-operation and the division of labor among
specialists.

In the museum of the State Historical Society of Wis
consin is an exhibit which never fails to stop me for a 
Moment at least, although I have seen it a great many 
lmes, as it illustrates this point so well, 

of a Wisconsin pioneer’s log cabin home, which was 
toftde under the specification that the only tool available 
ln building the original was an axe.

The co-operation and co-ordination of innumerable 
specialized industries are joined in the building of even a 
small residence to-day, and so it is with every work which 
VVe undertake and with everything which surrounds us.

. To illustrate: Just think where that simple axe of the 
P'oneer came from, and of the co-ordinated mining, 
Metallurgical and transportation industries which made it
Possible.

It is the same with good highway progress.
Vv°rk mUSt continue to be planned and the construction 
carried out by those who 
and experience for the tasks.

1° addition to this, we must never lose a single op
portunity in any direction in which it may appear to work 
°r complete co-operation.

It is a model

The

specially qualified by studyarc

W. J. FRANCIS HEADS MONTREAL BRANCH

Walter J. Francis, consulting engineer, was elected 
v- Thursday as the chairman of the newly formed 
a ontreal Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil En- 
sMeers, Arthur Surveyer, consulting engineer, was elected

the n-~

last

man, and Frederick B. Brown, a partner 
, of Walter J. Francis & Co., was elected secre
cy-treasurer. An executive committee was elected as

follows :__
r> P. Shearwood, designing engineer of the Dominion 
Gndffe Co. ; W. Chase Thomson, consulting engineer; H.
] ‘ Hunter, resident engineer for the New York Conti- 
^er|tol Jewell Filtration Co. ; L. G. Papineau, consulting 
^gineer ; O. O. Lefebvre, chief engineer, Quebec Streams 

ommission; and K. B. Thornton, chief engineer, 
Ontreal Public Service Corporation.

^ he meeting held last Thursday evening in Montreal 
ds the last meeting there of the parent society under the 

^ by-laws. All future Montreal meetings will. be 
^ontreal Branch meetings—not meetings of the society 
0r ;i "'hole—excepting when general professional meetings 

,lnr,ual meetings are held there, as provided for in the 
dr" by-laws recently adopted by the society. Brief ad- 
a,7SeS were delivered by H. H." Vaughan, the president, 

by Chairman-elect Francis, and Commander J. W. 
Pl^tolbury, R.N., described the work of the Great Silent

in
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quired to pay for what they waste. Under metering they 
do pay for it. The result is that they soon find it profit
able to stop the waste.

The problem growing out of the use 
ing purposes is not so easily disposed of, however, since 
there is considerable public sentiment -against restricting 
the practice, which prevails largely in those sections of the 
city tenanted by families too poor to provide themselves 
with ice. Lake water is not really effective as a means of 
refrigeration, and from the standpoint of the city, its 
wasteful use for such purpose is expensive. Probably it 
would be cheaper for the city to furnish the -poor with ice 
than to permit a continuance of the waste which at present 
exists in this connection. Assuming, however, that in the 
absence of some better arrangement these poor families 
can make some legitimate use of water for cooling pur
poses, it may be safely asserted that they now waste more 
than they use in the process. Only a -moderate quantity 
is required. A wide-open faucet is no more effective than 
one permitting the continuous flow of a small stream. I 
proper care were taken to regulate the size of the stream, 
all the water which a family could use by letting it run • 
continuously four months of the year would not cost to 
exceed $2. Moreover, in many cases the minimum charge 
which a consumer should be required to pay would entitle 
him to all the water used in this way, in addition to that

In such cases, of course, the

For these amounts consumers are entitled to 46,875etc.
and 93,750 gallons, respectively. For the 6 months period 
ended September 30th, 1915, there were 27,374 consumers 
liable to pay at the $2.50 rate and 60,393 liable to pay at 
the $5 rate regardless of whether or not they used the full 
amount of water to which they were entitled under those 
rates. Of the 27,374 subject to the $2.50 rate, 18,141, 
or 66 per cent., used less water than they were entitled to 
and paid for ; of the 60,393 subject to the $5 rate, 35,481, 
or 58 per cent., used less water than they were entitled to 
and paid for, and 12,814 used less than half that amount. 
These figures cover the summer period when the consump
tion was heaviest on account of the use of water for

account of such use as may

of water for cool

sprinkling purposes and on 
have been made of it for cooling purposes. During the 
winter period even a large number of consumers 
use the amount to which they were entitled for the mini- 

charge. The Bureau does not mean to be under
stood as expressing any opinion as to the reasonableness 
of the charges here cited. The purpose in citing them is 
merely to show that when consumers are required to pay 
a relatively small minimum charge—one smaller than the 
flat rate charge made in thousands of cases in Chicago— 

use” all the water that such a mini-

failed to

mum

they are unable to 
mum charge will buy.

In Oak Park the minimum charge is $7 per year, for 
which the consumer is entitled to 36,000 gallons. The 
accounts for a recent year show that of 4,546 residential 
consumers subject to this minimum charge 941, or 21 per 
cent., used less water than they were entitled to and 
paid for.

At the minimum rates above mentioned there could be
to restrict his use of

used for other purposes.
of water for cooling purposes would not impose -any 

additional financial burden upon the user.
It is sometimes urged that the excessive amount o 

waste and leakage in Chicago tends -to help in the matter 
of sanitation. This is due entirely to a -misunderstanding 
of the facts. Waste reduction measures do not aim to 
curtail the abundance of water which is essential to cleanh- 

and proper sanitary conditions. Their purpose is to 
cut down the enormous quantity of water which runs 
away through sewers and the ground without serving any 
useful purpose whatever.

Another reason why meters are opposed is the behet 
that they operate to increase water bills. This belief pre
vails quite generally where meters have not been intro
duced. The consumer who pays his own bill feels that in 
order to avoid increased cost he will have to cut down the 
amount of water which he needs or has been accustomed 
to use. The landlord who pays the charges for the water 
used by his tenants fears that he will be robbed by the 
wastefulness of the latter, who will have no incentive to 
avoid waste. Each therefore is opposed to meters, 
over, the landlord, in addition to exerting his own influence 
against them, by threats of increasing rents or otherwise, 
often persuades his -tenant to oppose thbm. The opposi 
tion to meters accordingly becomes general. Opposition 
to metering on this ground is due entirely to misappre
hension as to the effect of meters upon charges.

use

no possible incentive for anyone 
water, and certainly it is not to be inferred that the people 
of either Cleveland or Oak Park have lower standards of 
cleanliness than the people of other communities or that 
they require less water for their legitimate uses.

Metering produces results not by restricting usage, but
When a consumer

ness

by preventing waste and leakage, 
knows that he will have to pay for the water that he 
wastes, he is careful to avoid wastage. He no longer 
installs fixtures of a cheap and wasteful type, such as 
hopper closets, or permits minor leaks, which can be 
readily repaired at trifling expense, to continue in
definitely ; he protects his pipes from freezing so that there 
is no occasion to let the water run continuously during 
cold weather and he shuts off the hose when he is through 
using it for sprinkling purposes ; he avoids leaving the 
faucet open when not using water ; and in countless other 
ways is careful to prevent waste. With practically every 
other consumer exercising this care to eliminate waste, 
water can be furnished so cheaply that no one need think 
of restricting the amount which he can make any use of.

Keeping plumbing tight and shutting off the water 
when it is not in use are the important factors in effecting 
waste control, and there is nothing unfair or harsh in the 
suggestion that water users be required either to observe 
these precautions or to pay the penalty of their own shift- 
lessnes-s and carelessness. Experience shows that about 
half the people who use water are not wasteful or shiftless. 
The exercise of reasonable care in matters related to the 
water supply, as in other things, becomes a habit with 
them and imposes no hardship. It is manifestly unfair, 
therefore, to permit the other half who are wasteful to 
saddle the expense of their carelessness and shiftlessness 
upon their more careful neighbors. If consumers insist 
upon wasting water, either wilfully or by permitting their 
plumbing to remain continuously out of repair or by in
stalling cheap and wasteful fixtures, they should be re-

More-

At the recent conference between members of the govern 
ment and representatives of transportation companies an 
harbor commissions, it was suggested that the three nece ' 
sary factors to increase overseas transportation are:—- *• 
Ships ; 2, improved terminal facilities at the various Canadian 

better railway facilities for the delivery of goods aports ; 3, 
the ports.

The occupations of the 235 members composing the ncjf' 
House of Commons, according to figures compiled by W. 
O’Connor, general returning officer, are : Barristers, 73 ; 
notaries, 3; conveyancer, 1 ; physicians, 23; vetermanes, a> 
dentist, 1 ; farmers, 39 ; rancher, 1 ; publishers and journalist > 
11 ; educationalists, 2 ; manufacturers, 23 ; lumber operators- 
7; contractors, 2; merchants, 22; brokers and agents, 
plumber, 1 ; railway conductor, 1 ; land surveyor, 1 ; mihtar. 
officers, 4; engineers, none.
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The rolling mill bay contains one 12-inch two-high, 5- 
stand hand-mill, driven by a 300-h.p. variable speed d.c. 
motor; one g-inch, three-high, 5-stand hand-mill, driven 
by a Porter-Alien engine ; and one 20-inch, three-high, 2- 
stand hand-mill, driven by a William Todd engine. The 
bay is 50 ft. wide by 300 ft. deep and is served by one 5- 
ton electric overhead travelling crane.

The steam hammers and hydraulic presses are in a 
similar bay, parallel to the rolling mills and containing 
one 4-cwt., one 8-cwt. and one 12-cwt. Massey tilting 
hammer; one i-ton Massey hammer ; one 3-ton Bertram 
hammer ; and one 500-ton, one 6oo-ton, one i,ooo-ton and 
one 2,000-ton steam intensifier hydraulic press, 
lower end of this bay is served by a 5-ton electric over
head travelling crane, while the upper end has an electric 
overhead ingot server.

The

Ihe 2,000-ton and 6oo-ton presses 
are for the various forging operations necessary for the 
manufacture of wheels and tires, while the other presses 
and the hammers are for forgings and for cogging, billet- 
ting and tilting tool steel.

The last bay, 50 ft. wide by 300 ft. long, contains the 
tool steel annealing furnaces, the repair shop, wheel and

19. Wrack ScIlTVflrWater Main

Z' n;err,■QWatca Towm

lorne AVE"oÎHVORAHT
r_____________ _____ " 6 WaterT-----------'

General Plan, Armstrong-Whitworth Plant

tire rolling mills, wheel and tire marking press, and tire
centering press. This bay is served by two 5-ton

The tool manufacturing shop is separated from the 
previously mentioned shops by a reinforced concrete wall 
and contains the very latest automatics, milling machines, 
relieving lathes and grinders of all descriptions required 
for the numerous operations pertaining to the various 
tools manufactured.

The hardening department is a continuation of the tool 
room, separated therefrom by a concrete wall, and con
tains a variety of semi-muffle furnaces for heating the 
various tools for hardening.

The boiler room contains two 500-h.p. B. & W. water- 
tube boilers and two 500-h.p. Goldie & McCulloch water- 
tube boilers equipped with superheaters. Separated from 
the boiler room by a wall is the motor-generator room, 
containing two synchronous motor generator sets with 
control switches for all shop lines, also a Goldie & 
McCulloch steam engine direct connected to a 2,200-volt 
a.c. generator. The direct current generators are of the 
three-wire type, supplying 500 and 250 volts, 
synchronous motors are wired for 2,200 volts, but differ 
from the ordinary synchronous motor inasmuch as they 
start up as induction motors. The sub-station is equip
ped with lightning arresters, oil switches and transformers, 
stepping 22,500 volts down to 2,200 volts.

cranes.

The

ARMSTRONG» WHIT WORTH PLANT

wHEN the tentative program was prepared for the 
last annual meeting of the Canadian Society of 
Civil Engineers, an inspection trip was arranged 

to permit the members to visit the steel manufacturing 
plant of Armstrong-Whitworth of Canada, Limited, at 
Longueuil, a suburb of Montreal. At that time The 
Canadian Engineer secured a brief description of the plant 
from Charles F. Bristol, B.Sc., construction engineer of the 
Armstrong-Whitworth firm, to be published with the 
detailed story of the proceedings at the annual meeting. 
Later, the council of the society 'decided to make no in
spection trips this year, so that part of the program 
cancelled, but Mr. Bristol’s article, which follows, will 
nevertheless interest many engineers.

The plant is divided into nine manufacturing depart
ments, viz., crucible pots, crucible melting furnaces, elee- 
tr*c furnaces, open hearth, rolling mills, hammers and 
hydraulic presses, annealing furnaces, small tools, wheels 
and tires.

With but

was

two exceptions, the building is sub
divided into bays, served by overhead travelling cranes. 
A special feature is an alley-way between each pair of 
hays. These alley-ways contain the numerous heating and 
annealing furnaces, and permit of individual smoke-stacks 
°n each furnace without in any way interfering with the
cranes.

one or

The side and front walls are 
About 70 per cent, of their area is glass, 
and trusses
vv°°d studding covered with expanded metal on both sides 
and plastered with a strong cement mortar. This type of 
"’all is easily removed when additions are required, and, 
as originally planned, any department may be increased 
°Ver 1,000 feet in length.

The crucible pot manufacturing department is situated 
*n the first bay, 50 ft. x 100 ft. long, served by means of 
a hand-operated overhead travelling crane. 1 his depart
ment manufactures both clay and graphite crucibles.

The crucible steel melting furnaces 
*ccond bay, 50 ft. wide by
2, a S"ton electrically operated overhead travelling 

he crucible furnaces are both coke and oil-fired types, 
and have

of reinforced concrete.
The columns 

The back wall isare of steel construction.

are situated in the
ft. long, served by means 

crane.
100

Thetotal capacity of 48 pots to a heat. 
^rucible pot and ingot annealing furnaces are situated in 

le alley-way in front of the crucible furnaces.
The electric furnace bay is 75 ft. wide by 275 ft. long. 

1 is served by two 15-ton electrically operated overhead 
ravelling cranes, and contains one 3-ton Heroult electric 

arc furnace for making all kinds and grades of alloy steel, 
ami three 6-ton Heroult electric arc furnaces for making 
'"heel and tire steel. The transformers and various elec- 

Ijlcal equipment for operating each individual furnace 
i5 ac^d in totally closed-in compartments in the alley-way 
3 j°ming, and very close to the furnaces. Ihe electric 
jrUrrent is 3-phase, 63 cycles and is transformed at the 

’4rnaces from 22,500 to no volts.
. . T he open hearth building, at right angles to the elec- 
,r'c furnace department, contains two 18-ton basic open- 
jTarth furnaces. These furnaces are primarily intended 
e?r melting only, while the refining is done in the 6-ton 

*Ttric furnaces, as a steel superior to either basic or acid 
Pen-hearth steel is required. Owing to the relative posi- 

e°'lS t*le °Pen-hearth and electric furnace departments, 
ç, ch may be added to as occasion may arise. A 25-ton 
^T^Gic overhead travelling crane serves the ladles, and a 
is ^,T1an-Seaver-Morgan ground-type charging machine 

lr,stalled on the charging platform.

are
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TESTS OF STEEL COLUMNSThe powdered-coal system was installed by the Bonnot 
Company. It weighs, drys and crushes the coal, mixes air 
in definite proportions with the pulverized coal, and blows 
same through pipes to the boilers and furnaces scattered 
throughout the plant.

Three of the reheating furnaces are equipped with 
waste-heat boilers ; one with a 125-h.p. horizontal return 
tubular boiler, and each of the other two with a Goldie & 
McCulloch 250-h.p. water-tube boiler, with superheater. 
In the event of there being insufficient waste heat to fire 
the larger boilers, arrangement has been made to supple
ment same with powdered-coal jets.

A FTER a very extensive series of tests, the special 
committee on tests of steel columns, appointed by the 
American Society of Civil Engineers in 1909, has 

submitted its final report.
The report covers column sections designed to avoid 

the necessity of latticing or battens and tested with 
square ends. It covers one grade of structural steel— 
the ordinary structural grade—with a desired ultimate 
tensile strength of 60,000 pounds per square inch.

The earlier tests showed a decrease in unit ultimate 
strength of the heavy columns when compared with the 
light ones. In seeking to account for the falling off in 
strength of the heavy material, the committee learned that 
it was necessary to look beyond the differences in the 
ratios of widths to thicknesses of outstanding legs, and 
variations of cross-section. The only remaining element 
which could be charged with responsibility appeared to be 
the metal itself, and though the intention had been to 
secure material of a uniform grade, a more careful and . 
thorough investigation disclosed the fact that the attempt 
had not been successful.

Not finding an explanation of the falling off in strength 
of the heavy material in the record of mill specimen tests, 
the Bureau of Standards then took some of the' long 
columns, which had already been tested, and cut them

into lengths to give a slenderness ratio of — = 20.

These short columns showed that the unit ultimate 
strength of the heavy columns was considerably more 
than that of the light ones. Both series indicated a fairly 
definite point at which permanent set occurred, and 
showed that this point was lower for the heavy columns 
than for the light ones, indicating that the increased ulti
mate strength of the heavy ones came about from the 
block action of the short, heavy material, and that the 
elastic limits or yield points are the true indicators of the 
strength of the two different thicknesses of material.

Tests of short columns having a slenderness ratio of 
l

— — 20, made of material which had not been previously

■ stressed, confirmed these results and the belief that the 
strength of columns is governed, not by the ultimate 
tensile strength of the material but by the point at which 
there is marked departure from an elastic condition.

To investigate the question of this critical point, the 
Bureau of Standards proposed some supplementary speci
men tension and compression tests, to be made front 
pieces, 5 ft. in length, which had been provided from each 
melt at the time the material was rolled. These 5-fb 
pieces were in the nature of coupon material from the 
columns, and had not been subjected to stresses in the 
testing of the columns. Table I. is a summary of the 
averages for these supplementary specimen tests and of 
the averages of the mill specimen tests.

The ultimate strengths shown on the supplementary 
specimen tests were very close to the ultimate strength'5 
given for the specimen mill tests, and neither the ultimate 
strengths from the supplementary tests nor from the min 
tests indicates the falling off in strength of the thick®1- 
material. It also was evident that the yield point, 
recorded bv the ordinary commercial tensile specimc11 
tests, even when the machine is run at comparatively slo^ 
speeds, as was done in the Pittsburgh Laboratory of th® 
Bureau of Standards, did not give the correct index of th® 
strength of the material. The committee concludes that 
“it appeared necessary, therefore, in order to predict th®

FIRST GENERAL PROFESSIONAL MEETING OF 
CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

The first general professional meeting of the Canadian 
Society of Civil Engineers, which is to be held next 
Tuesday and Wednesday at Toronto, has been called under 
section 44 of the new by-laws of the society, which reads 
,as follows :—

“General professional meetings of the society may be 
held once a year in each province, subject to the approval 
of the council, and also at such places and times as the 
council may direct, for the presentation of papers and the 
discussion thereof, visiting engineering works of interest 
and generally for professional intercourse, 
ings shall be conducted by the officers <ÿ the provincial 
division in the province in which the meeting is held, or 
If no provincial division has been established therein, by 
the officers of a branch in that province, to be selected by 
the council. The secretary of the society shall act as 
secretary of the meetings and shall furnish a report of the 
meeting for the transactions of the society.”

Such meet-

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS IN 
THE MARITIME PROVINCES

Fraser S. Keith, secretary of the Canadian Society of 
Civil Engineers, was in Halifax recently in connection 
with society affairs and met as many of the local members 
as could conveniently get together on short notice, at an 
informal supper on Friday evening, March 8th.

As a result of a meeting with a committee of the Nova 
Scotia Society of Engineers, a resolution was adopted, 
subject to ratification by both societies, approving of an 
amalgamation of the Nova Scotia Society with the Cana
dian Society of Civil Engineers. Mr. Keith at the same 
time discussed with local members the affairs of the 
Canadian Society in general, with special reference to 
recent changes in the by-laws and the change in name.

It was unanimously decided to make application to the 
council of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers for the 
formation of a branch in Halifax. This application will 
be dealt with this week by the council of the Canadian 
Society, as will also an application for the establishment 
of a branch in St. John, N.B.

It is expected that the Hudson’s Bay Railway will be 
completed by the Dominion Government within the next three 
months. Only 80 miles of steel r-emain to be laid, and the 
last bridge has been completed. In the near future, a' new 
route will be open from Great Britain to Japan and the Far 
East by way of Hudson’s Bay and Prince Rupert.
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■ n straining a column, there is a point beyond which 
j. S strUctural value is uncertain, and consequently unsafe 

r<% upon. This point lies somewhere above the region 
C Perfect elasticity and well below the place where mani- 

yielding occurs. For the study of column tests, the 
r 1 ■‘•P. as above defined, states the committee, seems to 
l3-l these conditions satisfactorily. Careful observa- 

ns and plotting of the stress-strain curve locate it with- 
both' ^ance for controversy. The method is applicable to 

tension and compression tests, 
tjj n the early days of the iron and steel industry, it 
ten < Us^0m of engineers to adopt a working unit stress for 
mg8*00 members of one-quarter of the unit ultimate speci- 
uf r tCn&ilc strength, and they spoke of a factor of safety 
the °llr" When we consider the distortions produced by 
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t*re occur in columns when the stress reaches about
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strength of a column, to determine the nature of the metal 
by some other means than those generally used.”

For the purpose of studying the column tests, the _ 
niittee gave careful consideration to the discussion held by 
t 'e American Society for Testing Materials at its annual 
faceting, June, 1916, on the relation between proportional 
lrr>it, elastic limit, and yield point, to find whether it 

Possible to determine some point which, for practical pur- 
P°ses, might be easily located, clearly defined, and at the 
same time represent the limit where the metal ceases to 
ave structural value. None of the terms defined by the 

discussions of the American Society for Testing Materials 
aPPealed to the committee as having these qualities. In 
searching for a more satisfactory definition, the committee 
considered a modification of the suggestion made some 
years

I
com-

;

1 was
1

;

;
î
1
t

ago by the late J. B. Johnson, M.Am.Soc.C.E. 
he committee has defined the critical point as the point 

which is determined graphically by drawing a line tangent 
0 the envelope of the stress-strain curve, having a slope

i
t
;
y
Î Table I,—Summary of Results of Mill Tests and Bureau 

of Standard Tests
t

one-half of the specimen ultimate strength in tension it 
is evident that the factor of safety obtained by this older 
method was nearer two than four.

In a structure having both tension and compression 
members, the desideratum in determining a factor of 
safety is to obtain a working stress so that all parts of 
the structure have an equal capacity to resist the applied 
loadings.

The committee made original investigations of the 
strength of lull-sized riveted tension members, and, there- 
iore, could not make as definite a comparison with full- 
size riveted columns as would be desirable. It may be 
stated, however', that the usual working stress in tension 
is approximately one-half the elastic value of the metal, 
and the committee assumes that, in view of all the factors 
mentioned above, columns should have a safety factor of 
at least two, based on the U.L.P., in order to be on a 
parity with tension members.

no

J he average U.L.P. of all the column tests in the 

mittee’s program for slenderness ratios, — = 50 and

— — 85, is 27,200 lbs. per square inch.

00 m-

The U.L.P. for

the extra heavy section, Type 5B, slenderness ratio,—

= 5°, which is the lowest value observed, is 19,700 lbs. 
per square inch, which is 28 per cent, below the average, 
and this appears to be too wide a margin of under-run for 
safety. It would seem to be necessary, therefore, in 
recommending a working stress, to assume a U.L.P. 
lower than the average of all the tests, 
safe assumption the mean between the lowest value and 
the average value, this mean will be 23,500 lbs., or ap
proximately 24,000 lbs. per square inch. The factor of 
two applied to 24,000 lbs. will give a safe working value 
of 12,000 lbs. per square inch for columns, which 
the committee would recommend.

If we take as a

stress
In this recommenda

tion it is assumed that only static loads are being dealt 
with, and that y percentage of the static stress will be 
added to cover the impact due to moving loads.

Lacking further experimental data, the committee re
gards it as unwise to assume a higher working stress than 
12,000 lbs. per square inch for columns in which the 
ordinary grade of structural steel (60,000 lbs. ultimate 
tensile strength desired), is specified. It is, of course, 
impracticable to know in advance the precise U.L.P., or 
any other factor of strength, which the metal used may 
develop. It would be possible to specify the desired 
value, and, in important structures, to inspect the material 
with sufficient care to insure the rejection of all which 
failed to come up to the specification.

1 he committee would recommend that this working 
stress of 12,000 lbs. be used for columns up to a slender-

Z
ness ratio of - = 80, and, above this slenderness ratio,

the coinmittep would reduce the working stress to allow 
for uncertainties. The committee realizes that the results 
as given in its program show that the slenderness ratio

/

has a comparatively small effect, up to valuer of — = 120.

It must be remembered, however, that the tests were made 
by the Bureau of Standards under extremely favorable 
conditions, the ends of the column being scraped so as to 
give a bearing precisely perpendicular to the axis of the 
column. 1 he committee would recommend a working 
stress of 8,000 lbs. per square inch for slenderness

/
ratio of — = 120, and that the working stresses for
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PROBLEMS OF MODERN INDUSTRY* 

By W. L. Hichens

slenderness ratios between 80 and 120 be determined by 
interpolation.

The committee realizes that the working value recom
mended for short columns is lower than that given by the 
American Railway Engineering Association formula, 
which has been in use for a number of years. Originally 

p i
this formula was — = 16,000 — 70 — and, later, the

upper section was truncated to a maximum working 
stress of 14,000 lbs. The committee feels, in view of its 
studies in regard to the U.L.P., that there is no warrant 
for high working stresses in short columns.

T UNLESS industry is recognized as primarily a national 
service in which each individual is fulfilling his func
tion to the best of his ability for the sake of the com

munity, in which private gain is subordinated to public 
good, in which, in a word, we carry out our duty towards 
our neighbor—unless we build on this foundation there is 
no hope of creating the House Beautiful. If each man 
thinks of making his pile by all the means that economic 
individualism allows, if class bands itself against 
class, trade union against employers’ federation, firm 
against firm, to secure the greatest share of the world’s 
goods in unrestricted competition, social life must inevit
ably break down and anarchy reign supreme. Some of 
the practical steps that this principle seems to suggest in 
relation to certain of the problems that confront industry 
to-day are briefly indicated below :—

(1) I think it follows that no business is entitled to 
make unlimited profits. The present theory is that the 
residuum, however large it may be, after defraying the 
costs of production, should go to capital. This, I submit, 
is unsound. Labor, the entrepreneur class, capital, and 
the consumer, are all partners in the business of the com
munity, and no one class is entitled to benefit unduly at 
the expense of another. The principle of the Profits Tax 
should therefore be retained after the war. The present 
tax, of course, was intended as a temporary measure, and 
a standard of profits based on pre-war earnings is quite 
unsuited to permanent conditions. It would ibe necessary 
to fix a standard rate of interest for the capital invested in 
each class of trade or industry, and a proportion (I suggest 
a substantial one) of any excess profits over that standard 
should accrue to the State. In any such scheme it would 
be necessary to provide that adequate allowances are 
made for depreciation and for reserves to secure the 
stability and development of business. The wholly in
adequate provision for depreciation allowed under the In
come Tax Regulations to-day has done serious injury to 
the industries of this country. It has encouraged over- 
capitalization ; it has hampered the scrapping of old and 
the substitution of modern machinery ; it has given us a 
retrograde in place of a progressive standard. Effect must 
somehow be given to the principle that no section 
society is entitled to an unlimited share of the wealth of 
the community, that free competition has proved an im
possible solution, and that profit-sharing with the State, 
which is, in the effect, an excess profits tax, is more 
equitable and more expedient than other forms of profit- 
sharing.

(2) It follows secondly that, just as capital is not en
titled to an unlimited reward but must be checked by State 
action, so also the reward of labor must in the last resort 
be determined by the State as representing the community- 
Labor has no more right than capital to make a corner in 
its own commodity and hold the community up to ransom, 
and it, too, must bow to the will of the State. In practke 
it is clear that the tendency will develop for wages to bÇ 
settled by joint industrial boards representing employers 
and workers’ organizations, but in the event of disagree
ment, or collusion to exploit the community, the State 
must have the right of intervention. It is not fitting that 
any party should be the final judge in its own cause, a°c . 
any such claim, if successful, will inevitably lead to the 
disintegration of society. For the community will be

SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS MEET

The eighth annual meeting of the Saskatchewan Land 
Surveyors’ Association was held in the Parliament Build
ings at Regina, Sask., on Monday and Tuesday, March 
4th and 5th.

The meeting was well attended, many members being 
present from various parts of the province, and a keen 
interest was displayed throughout all the sessions in the 
work of the association. A number of visiting engineers 
from the Department of Highways were in attendance.

The meeting was devoted mainly to a study of rural 
roads. A number of valuable papers dealing with the 
various phases of the location, construction and main
tenance of roads were presented by W. M. Stewart, 
S.L.S., of Saskatoon, Sask., which brought forth a lively 
discussion.

The series of papers dealing with roads consisted of : 
“Rural Road Development—Legislation and Control,’’ 
“The Planning of a System of Highways,” “Financing- 
Rural Road Work, 
and Principles of Design Applicable to All Road Types,” 
“Earth Roads,” “Sand, Clay and Top Soil Roads,” 
“Types of Road Surfaces Within the Means of the Aver
age Saskatchewan Rural Municipality,” “Gravel Roads.”

General Features of Construction

In addition to the above, papers were also read and 
discussed on the following subjects : “Principles of Drain- 

by Hf G. Phillips, S.L.S. ; “The Rail-
by E. C.

age Assessment 
road Spiral in Relation to Land Surveys, 
Brown, S.L.S.

On Monday evening a banquet was held at the Assini- 
boia Club, at which the retiring president, R. W. E. 
Loucks, acted as chairman. The guests included the Hon. 
S. J. Latta, Minister of Highways for Saskatchewan, and 
H. R. Mackenzie, as official representative of the Saskatche
wan Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. 
At this dinner W. T. Thompson, one of the pioneer sur
veyors of the province, read a very interesting paper de
scribing a canoe trip “Down the Saskatchewan from 
Prince Albert to The Pas. 
dressed the meeting, pointing out the policy of the Depart
ment of Highways towards road building.

A spirited discussion then followed dealing with various 
aspects of rural roads, in which the majority of those 
present participated.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing 
year : President, W. T. Thompson, Regina, Sask. ; vice- 
president, E. C. Brown, Winnipeg, Man. ; secretary- 
treasurer, H. G. Phillips, Regina; Sask ; executive council, 
W. M. Stewart, Saskatoon, Sask. ; R. W. E. Loucks, 
W. A. Begg, and S. Young, Regina, Sask. ; auditors, W. 
R. Reilly, C. S. Cameron, Regina, Sask.

The Hon. Mr. Latta ad-

the*Abstract of James Watt Lecture, delivered before 
Greenock (Scotland) Society, January 18.



divided into 
hand, priva

er of groups each fighting for its own 
will rise superior to the public good, 

the fundamental law of social life will be broken, and the 
eternal truth will be verified that a kingdom divided 
against itself cannot stand. I recognize that a large sec- 
t'on of the community is not to-day prepared to accept the 
Principle of State intervention, and I recognize also that 
Unless it appeals to the moral judgment of the great 
majority of the nation it cannot be enforced and ought not 
to be enforced. The important thing to-day is that the 
verdict of public opinion should be sought.

(3) The principle of national service requires, thirdly, 
tiat the status of labor as a whole should be raised. The 
Workers are clearly entitled to have an effective voice in 
fegard to the general conditions under which their work 
*s carried They are vitally interested in all questions, 

example, affecting wages, hours of labor, apprentice- 
slllp, demarcation of work, decasualization, and they have 
d.n equal right with employers to assist in the deter,mina- 
l0n of these problems. The general acceptance of the 
posais for Joint Industrial Councils contained in the 
vhitley report is good evidence that public opinion will 

fupport the demand of labor for an improved status. If 
lts voice is to be at all effective it follows that, as sug
gested in the Whitley report, district councils and works 
committees must be established to deal with local ques- 
10ns .and to ensure that whatever is agreed to by the 

central councils is carried out locally. The more highly 
°rganized employers’ associations and trade unions have 
j* ready advanced far along the lines of the Whitley report, 

ut much has yet to be done in determining precisely the 
Powers and functions of these joint central and district 
o°dies.

on.
for

f here are two points in particular which, it seems to 
111c, deserve careful consideration. The first is the inter
polation of decisions in regard to wages. At present all 
general increases in time rates are determined by the gov- 
crament, and, incidentally, I may say that it is a grave de- 
ect m organization that so many government departments 

peddle in labor matters. There should be one government 
epartment only—the labor department—to deal with labor 

Questions, not half a dozen, and this salutary reform would 
®ave great confusion and waste of money. There is, in 
act, a serious lack of co-ordination between the govern

ment departments. New departments have been thrown 
cwn as from a pepper pot, without a clear definition of 
heir functions or their relations to the older departments 

?,ad each other, with the result that, as in the game of 
naP>” when identical cards are turned up by two or 

t-°re players, a discordant noise 
l0n of the spoils, and all are as 

V in Theocritus, who pays no heed to the wily fox that 
e,Slgns to rob him of his breakfast. The solution, I sub- 

Si kL'S a Cabinet for internal affairs, distinct from, though 
^rdinate to, the War Cabinet, with a president of its 
jjyn. whose business it should be to co-ordinate the ad- 
m*nistration of domestic policy. This would give relief 
•o,. over-burdened War Cabinet, and allow serious and 
pr jwly consideration to be given to the vast internal 

0 lems with which we are faced.
Wh'^U^ dds 's a digression, and I return to my point, 
<ja ,< *i is that, while general increases in time rates are to- 
^ fettle b the government, individual firms still de- 
ratnilne f* e ates in particular instances nd all piece 
t0 ?.S’ Which, in theory, should bear some
Pilf 016 rateSl Thus the door is left °Pen iw. °ne firm t0 
bg Cr ^r0rn another, and, since leaving certificates have
4* aholished, the temptation has not always been re- 

f d' It is obvious that the firms whose piece rates are

ensues for the appropria- 
intent on the game as theho
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highest will attract most labor, with the result that other 
firms will be obliged to follow suit, and this will eventually 
react on the time rates. Similarly in periods of depression, 
when labor is plentiful, individual firms can cut their piece 
rates and compel others to follow suit, or lose their trade. 
The strongest justification for restriction of output is that 
individual firms have it in their power to cut down piece
work rates, and in the past they have often done so when 
they found that under them the workers were earning very 
high wages. Consequently the workers have felt that in 
the end the result of increasing output and speeding-up 
has been to reduce the piece-work rates and restore the 
normal balance of their earnings ; but, unnaturally there
fore, they have concluded in favor of maintaining a normal 
output of work. It is quite clear that a mistaken piece 
rate must be open to revision downwards as well as up- 

x wards, and the pledge given by the government at the .be
ginning of the war that no piece rates would be reduced 
was a benevolent blunder. What they should have done 
was to ensure that piece rates were not arbitrarily altered, 
and that due care was exercised in the fixing of all rates. 
The responsibility for fixing piece rates and special time 
rates—in other words, the detailed interpretation of wages 
agreements—should rest, not on individual firms, but 
the joint district councils, which are to be linked up with 
the joint industrial councils. This would mean that these 
councils would require a competent staff of rate-fixers to 
deal with each case promptly, but a more than correspond
ing reduction could probably be made in the rate-fixing 
•staffs of individual firms, and the gain that would result 
from placing the settlement of piece rates on a -basis that 
would establish confidence is incalculable.

It is sometimes claimed that labor should have an 
effective voice not merely in regard to the general policy 
and conditions of industry, but in the management of each 
individual business. This claim is vaguely put forward 
and has never been clearly thought out; it makes its ap
pearance usually under the guise of a demand for the 
democratization of industry. The political analogy im
plied'in this phrase is attractive, but misleading, 
whereas a State cannot at one and the same time be an 
autocracy, an aristocracy, and a democracy, it is possible 
for every variety of organization to co-exist in industry.
1 he general policy and conditions of industry should, it is 
true, apply to each firm in an industry, and therefore it is 
right that labor should have an effective voice in determin
ing them and seeing that they are carried out, through 
joint industrial councils and district committees. But 
every degree of variation is possible in the detailed or
ganization of individual businesses. There is ample scope 
in industry for everyone to select or develop the type of 
organization that suits him best, and it seems to me that 
each man is entitled to choose for himself. Unrestricted 
competition is an evil, but its complete elimination spells 
stagnation ; for a healthy rivalry between one type of or
ganization and another and between one firm and another 
is the life-blood of efficiency. Hence, subject to the obser
vance of the general policy and conditions of industry, 
each business should be organized on whatever lines seem 
best to those who are responsible for its direction. I do 
not agree, for example, with the suggestion so often made 
that the power of dismissal is too big a responsibility to be 
exercised by any single employer, and that there should 
be a right of appeal to some outside body, 
adequate system of unemployment benefit, it is vital to 
the success of industry that those responsible for the 
agement of a business should be entitled to select their 
own employees. The secret of success in business lies 
very largely in the wise selection of men, and if that re-

on
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taining a quarter of mankind. Nor do I believe that the 
economies resulting from manufacture on a gigantic scale 
are very great.

But big selling organizations are undoubtedly more 
economical than small ones. What is wanted, therefore, 
is big selling combinations, which should also promote 
research work, and a variety of manufacturing units. The 
money that is wasted every year in travellers, in touting 
for orders by means which are often degrading, in over
production, runs into enormous figures. But the remedy 
of syndicating the produce of each industry is full of diffi
culty; it tends to stagnation, to the exclusion of new
comers and to inflation of prices, for the evil of rings in 
the past has been that they have thought more of keeping 
prices up than of cutting costs down. These evils are not 
insuperable, and attention should be concentrated on the 
establishment of big selling organizations. The -principle 
is not, of course, immediately applicable in all industries, 
but it might be applied at once with great advantage to 
many of the standardized trades,' and it might be en
couraged where it already exists.

sponsibility is taken away from the management a blow 
will be struck at the very roots of our industrial supremacy.

(4) The fourth point in the application of the general 
principle of national service is, strictly speaking, rather a 
necessary preliminary to, than a consequence of, the 
principle. I refer to the question of the reduction of hours 
of labor, which is one of the most important problems 
awaiting solution. The first step on the return of peace 
should be the establishment of an eight-hour day as a first 
instalment towards still farther reductions, if experience 
shows that this is possible consistently with the material 
requirements of civilized existence. Moreover, it should 
be arranged that each worker who has been with a firm a 
whole year and has kept good time should be given a holi
day on full pay. The distinction between a strike and a 
holiday should be more marked than it is now, and the 
same absence of pay should not characterize -both.

(5) But the reforms indicated above will require large 
sums of money, and there are many others, such as hous
ing and education, the cost of which will be formidable. 
Moreover, these reforms will be of little or no avail unless 
a high standard of wages is established. Seeing that we 
are so largely dependent on our foreign trade, in which 
prices are regulated by international competition, it is quite 
clear that we shall not be able to meet the bill unless we 
can effect drastic economies in production and largely in
crease our output. If all strikes can be prevented, and 
regarded, as they should be, as the unhealthy excrescence 
of a semi-civilized age, the addition to our national wealth 
will be very great. An average of 18 million working 
days per annum was lost owing to trade disputes in the 
four years before the war, to which must be added the in
direct losses involved by the dislocation of industries not 
primarily affected. But an even greater gain will be made 
if the policy of restricting output is abandoned. Disastrous 
though the policy is to the workers themselves, as well as 
to the rest of the community, we shall be indulging a vain 
hope if we think it will be abandoned so long as the theory 
holds the field that capital is entitled to the residuum of 
profit after the costs of production have been defrayed. 
Unless it is made unmistakably clear that industry is run 
for the benefit of the whole community and not for the 
enrichment of certain classes, restriction of output will 
continue, and the reforms that are so urgently needed will 
be sadly hampered. A third important factor in improved 
production is the substitution of up-to-date machinery for

. old and the extension of labor-saving devices. It is clearly 
in the general interest that machinery should be substituted 
for hand labor wherever practicable, iust as it is a social 
duty to secure that no one is paid a wage below what will 
support a civilized existence. In fact, the latter cannot 
be secured without the former. It would be a mistake to 
suppose that the opposition to the reforms involved in the 
introduction of improved mechanical devices and improved 
organization comes from the workers alone. Vested in
terests play an even more powerful part in thwarting pro
gress, and ingrained habits present a formidable obstacle 
to far-reaching schemes of reform.

One instance of wasted effort I should like to refer to 
briefly because of its far-reaching importance. I mean the 
waste involved in unrestricted competition. Certain forms 
of competition are healthy and cheapen production, but 
others are sadly wasteful. The rivalry in economical pro
duction—so long as wages, hours, and general conditions 
of work are safeguarded—seems to me healthy, and I be
lieve it is better for a country to have a large number of 
small manufacturers than a few big trusts ; this also ac
cords more with the genius of our race, whose sturdy inde
pendence and self-reliance" have built up an Empire con-

TORONTO MAY ESTABLISH PIGGERY

Street Commissioner George B. Wilson and Property 
Commissioner D. Chisholm, of the city of Toronto, have 
presented a joint report to the aldermanic sub-committee 
on waste disposal, recommending the establishment of a 
municipal piggery, to commence with 500 hogs. They 
state that the initial expense involved is $15,250, made 
up as follows :—

One 5-ton motor truck, $8,000 ; annual operation and 
maintenance of truck, $3,600 ; one sterilizing apparatus, 
$2,000; one foreman at farm, $1,000; 200 cans, $450; 
incidentals, $200.

The proposal involves the separation by the citizens 
of the class of material required, and it is intended to 
collect this in a limited section of the city, beginning with 
the residential section known as Rosedale. Householders 
from whom collections are to be made, are urged tor 
patriotic reasons to assist the city by carefully conserving 
all edible wastes and retaining the same in separate 
receptacles for collection twice a week during the winter 
months and three times a week during the summer 
months.

At the start it is the intention to make provision on 
the present collection equipment of the department to 
enable the drivers to keep the hog-feeding material en
tirely separate from the other collections made by the 
same vehicle. The material will be transferred to the 
motor truck at the incinerator. Separate collections may 
be instituted at a later date. The food value of the edible 
garbage laid down at the Industrial Farm, where 
piggery will be established, is said to be approximately 
$15 per ton. As it is expected to deliver five tons a day, 
the delivery is estimated to be worth $22,500 per annum- 
From this amount, however, must lie deducted the ex
penses of the enterprise. The city council are asked by 
the report to include $15,250 in the current year’s esti
mates of the property department, to cover the expenses 
outlined above.

The sterilizer is required by the regulations enforced 
under the direction of the Veterinary Director-General 
of Canada. A man who keeps one pig is not hampered 
by any feeding regulations. More than one pig, but net 
more than twelve pigs, may be fed with pot-boiled g-'""' 
bage. If more than twelve are kept, a sterilizing plant 
must be installed to heat the garbage to 200 degrees.

-he
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PROVINCIAL CONTROL OF FORESTS TRADE RETURNS

The recent proposal of Hon. Edward Brown, provincial 
treasurer of Manitoba, to retire the provincial debt by 
realizing on the natural resources of the province, was 
noted in these columns two weeks ago. A circular, just 
Jssued by the Canadian Forestry Association, takes issue 
"dth Mr. Brown and with the other Western political 
leaders who have brought forward the contention that 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta should be placed 
upon the same basis as the older provinces in respect to 
ownership of their natural resources. This Association is 
a non-government, non-commercial body of 5,500 Cana
dian citizens, 1,200 of whom reside in the prairie provinces.

With the political side of the long-standing dispute 
°ver control of natural resources in the prairie provinces 
die Canadian Forestry Association states it is not con
vened. So peculiarly, however, is the question related to 
Pr°per management of the Western forests that some 
inference to it at this time, it thinks, is essential in the 
Public interest.

The transportation difficulties, rail and ocean, are re
flected in the trade figures. Our exports of agricultural 
products in January were valued at only $26,000,000 com
pared with $91,000,000 in the previous month, despite the 
urgent demand of the United Kingdom for our products. 
A better record was made in regard to manufactures. In 
December, the total volume of exports under that head 
was the smallest during the past year, 
improvement occurred in January when exports of manu- 
lactures were valued at $41>383>115> an increase of nearly 
$8,000,000, representing more than 40 per cent, of the 
total exports of all classes. Another satisfactory gain 
was $4,500,000 in “animals and their produce,” while in
creases were shown under the heads of “the mine 
“the fisheries.

A considerable

and
How our export totals during January 

and December last were made up, is shown in the follow
ing table

Exports of—
Mine ..............
Fisheries
Forest .........
Animals
Agricultural
Manufactures
Miscellaneous

Janüary, igiS. December, 1917. 
■ $ 5,528,992

3,390,587
3,110,324 

15,918,079 
26,390,294
41,383,115

494,893

$ 5,026,041
3,016,059 
3,836,909 

n,433,910 
91,216,447 
33,635,790 

246,763

The Association states that the bulk of the citizens of 
the Western provinces have an impression that the forests 
Would constitute an immediate source of revenue to the 
Provincial treasury and that in demanding control of the 
f°rest resources they are asking the Dominion to enhance 
their cash income. The ownership of the Western forests, 
owever, is an immediate financial liability to the Do- 

ai|nion government, and the total income from Western • 
.Orests does not equal the total outlay for protection and 

‘improvement. The Dominion Forestry Branch spends 
445>ooo annually on forest protection in Manitoba, 

j askatchewan and Alberta, while the total revenues are 
aPproximately $39

If the forests are handed over to the Western pro- 
Vlnces, they must accept the situation as it actually is,” 
Says the Association. “Instead of adding to their 
^venues, they would then have to find at least $200,000 
r°m some fresh source with which to pay the cash deficit 

°ne year’s handling of their new forest possessions.
' °re than that, they would, in all likelihood, automatically 
^°rfeit the provincial subsidies paid by the Dominion gov- 

ament amounting to : Manitoba, $409,007 ; Saskatche- 
,'ln> $562,500, and Alberta, $562,500, as „ a Dominion 
1,0Wance in lieu of public lands" These subsidies are paid 

^ compensation for Dominion control of the natural 
csources, and would lapse with any transfer of title to 

lands- What proportion of the subsidies is repre
nd by the forest resources is not ascertainable, but 

®sUredly it would represent a large sum 
evince.” These are important considerations and 

7, °.u,d have the attention of the provincial authorities 
r,n§f their discussions. '

Total $96,216,284 $148,411,919
Our imports in January were valued at $60,000,000 

compared with $61,000,000 in December and $107,000,000 
in May. Imports, which have been decreasing steadily 
since the summer of 1917, largely because of the difficulty 
of securing raw materials in the United States, were thé 
smallest reported in any month in more than a year. Be
cause of a decrease of $13,000,000 in the import figures 
the net trade balance in favor of Canada was in January 
last nearly $9,000,000 higher than in January a year ago, 
and a new record for the month. If our imports continue 
to decline and our exports increase, the trade balance will 
rapidly improve. At the same time, as a large part of 
our imports are raw materials from the United States and 
as much of the product is finished here for export, a de
crease of imports will to some extent affect the volume of 
our export trade also. Our trade balance may possibly 
be improved by a compulsory reduction of the importation 
of articles which may properly be considered luxuries. 
This matter is having the consideration of the War Trade 
Board.
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CONCERNING STEEL SHIPBUILDING7

In answer to the enquiry of the St. John board of trade 
as to whether the government would furnish the builders with 
steel plates in the event of a steel shipbuilding yard being 
established in St. John by private capital, the deputy minister 
of marine advises that it is the intention of his department 
in connection with the proposed programme of shipbuilding 
to enter into contracts only with such firms as are now 
equipped with the necessary machinery and labor for the de
livery of steel steamers corop’ete.

The suggestion that St. John is favorably situated for the 
establishment of a steel shipbuilding plant has brought an 
enquiry as to whether there is available here a water lot with 
deep water frontage of 5,000 feet and a depth of 1 500 feet 
that would be suitable for a comprehensive shipbuilding plant 
The size of the plant contemplated would involve an expen
diture of between eight and ten million dollars and would 
employ from five to seven thousand men all the year round

for eache
e
y
e
e
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STEEL plants expect contracts

at f ]>t all steel plants in Canada will probably be operating 
that 1 capacity throughout the year under heavy demand, and 
l}„- large new munitions contracts are expected from the 
C0,Aed Spates and Great Britain, are opinions expressed b\ 

nel Thomas Cantley, chairman of the board of directors, 
a Scotia Steel and Coal Company.

Can. j^e Production of Steel ingots and direct castings in 
a np a 'n ’Q17 was approximately 1,700,000 tons, creating 
ab<w'V r<?cord, the previous banner year being 1916, when 
iron ,.'>300,000 tons were produced. The production of pig 
ton, 'kewise advanced in 1917 to 1,200,000 tons. About 13,000 
Uac °' this came from electric furnaces The electric tur- 
ig n„s accounted for 45.000 tons of steel last year, as against 

°° tons in 1916.

y
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il
d The British Aluminium Company, Limited, whose head 

office for Canada is at 60 West Front Street Toronto has dis 
tributed a most useful article in the shape of a perpetual" 
calendar combined with paper weight. Those who are 
fortunate enough to secure one of these desk friends will ‘no 
doubt, find it very handy.
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The government has made arrangements with the Port 
Arthur Shipbuilding Company to fill two berths vacant before 
July with two 3,000-ton ships, canal size boats.

The Poison Iron Works, Toronto, will fill four berths 
vacant in October with four 3,000-ton ships.

Get Steel from United States
The Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Toronto, say they can 

build six ships before June, 1919, and will start as soon as 
berths become vacant.

Messrs. Goughian & Sons, Vancouver, find it impossible 
to commence further work this year. They are building 
ships for the Imperial Munitions Board.

The Davie Shipbuilding Company, Quebec, will fill a 
berth as soon as vacant with a 5,000-ton ship.

In the meantime the department of marine and fisheries 
has made arrangements with the United States to secure the 
necessary steel to take care of shipbuilding, and at the same 
price as the plants across the border are paying. This steel 
is to be delivered to the various factories as required up to 
June, 1919.

It is pointed out that the establishment of new yards 
would only draw off men from the other yards because there 
are only a certain number of men available for this work. 
Therefore, the more the men were spread the fewer ships 
would be got into the water. Under existing conditions it is 
more important to get a few ships into service than have a 
large number under construction and none available.

CANADA’S SHIPBUILDING ACTIVITIES

Shipbuilding contracts placed in Canada by the Imperial 
Munitions Board since March 1st, 1917, constitute the biggest 
year in shipbuilding this country has ever seen. Contracts 
have been let in the last twelve months for 46 wooden ships 
with a total tonnage of 128,000, representing $24,500,000, and 
for 43 steel ships, totalling 211,300 tons, worth $40,000,000, or 
a total value of $64,500,000. Four steel ships aggregating 
13,900 tons, the individual boats having a tonnage of 4,200, 
3,400, 4,500 and 1,800, have been completed. Four wooden 
ships have already been launched and several others are ready 
to take the water. New yards were opened during the year 
at Welland, Vancouver, and Toronto. All yards for the con
struction of wooden ships are new or have been added to.

The value of the contracts let in the different provinces 
is as follows Nova Scotia, $1,340,000; New Brunswick, $1,- 
000,000; Quebec, $11,600,000; Ontario, $19,240,000; British 
Columbia, $31,434,000.

Contracts in Provinces
In British Columbia nine steel ships, each of 8,800 tons, 

worth $14,750,000; two of 4,600 tons, worth $1,679,000, and 
one of 4,500 tons, worth $905,651, or a total of $i7,334,65I> 
have been contracted for, along with 27 wooden ships, worth 
$14,100,000. . , , „

In Ontario 25 steel ships were contracted for. 1 hese 
comprise 13 of 3,500 tons, nine of 3,400 tons, one of 4,300 
tons, and two of 2,900 tons, a total tonnage of 86,200 tons, 
representing $17,240,000. In addition to this four wooden 
ships, totalling 11,200 tons, worth $2,000,000, have been con
tracted for.

In Quebec four steel ships of 7,000 tons each, valued at 
$5,600,000, and twelve wooden ships of 2,800 tons worth 
$6,000,000, representing a total value of $11,600,000, have 
been contracted for.

In New Brunswick two wooden ships, each of 2,800 tons, 
worth $1,000,000, are contracted for.

In Nova Scotia two steel ships of 1,800 and 2,400 tons, 
worth $840,000, and one wooden ship at $500,000, are con
tracted for.

CANADIAN NORTHERN ARBITRATION

Testifying before the Canadian Northern Railway board 
of armtrators recently at Osgoode Hall, Toronto, Mr- 
Samuel Bertron of the banking firm of Bertron and Bnscom, 
New York, declared that the stock of the Canadian Northern 
Railway at present was worth from 50 to 60 cents on the 
dollar. His estimate was based on the future prospects ot 
the railway, the growing territory through which it operated, 
its small grades, economical operation, and its small bonded 
indebtedness, which had been placed on a very low interest 
return. These features of the Canadian Northern Railway had 
attracted a group of New York financiers, who, up to the 
entrance of the United States into the war, had virtually con
summated a proposition to finance the railway on the repre 
sentations of Sir William Mackenzie. It was at the instigation 
of these financiers that the Loomis-Platten report on the 
Canadian Northern Railway was prepared.

In 1918 Tonnage Will Be 400,000
According to a report of the Imperial Munitions Board 

it is reasonable to suppose that the approximate total tonnage 
for iqi8 will be about 400,000. The approximate tonnage of 
wooden vessels being built by the Imperial Board on the two 
coasts, the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River is about 
146,000. Figures as to the exact number of men employed in 
this programme are not available, but assuming an average 
labor cost per ton it is stated it will not be far from the 

men continuously employed.equivalent of 25,000
In view of the foregoing, the figures with respect to the 

constructed in Canada in past years is of interest. CANADA’S TRADE HAS INCREASEDtonnage
For instance, 190,756 tons were constructed in 1874 when 
wooden ship construction was at its height, and each year 
since then has shown less activity until the war years. In 
1880 the tonnage constructed was 65,441; in 1885, 41,179; in 
1890, 52,378; in 1895, 16,270; in 1900, 22,326; in 1905, 19,781; 
in 1910, 22,283, and in 1914, 43,346-

Canada’s trade for the ten months of the fiscal year 
ending on January 31st reached a total of $2,229,493,276, ac 
cording to the monthly statement issued from the custom 
department. This constitutes an increase of $351,208,579 ove 
the same period last year, when the total trade amounted 
$1,878,284,697. Domestic merchandise exported reached ® 
total of $1,353,811,184 during the ten months of this year as 
against $960,736,072 during 1916. The exports of domestic 
merchandise during the month of January, this year, “°\

, were lower than a year ago. They totalled $96,216,204 
as against $99,106,259 a year ago.

Merchandise entered for consumption during the ten 
months this year reached a total of $823,059,701 as comparée 
with $674,964,548 a year ago. During the month of Januan 
the total of this class was $60,677,414, which was lower than 
in January, 1917, when it reached $72,323,074. Foreign mer
chandise exported during the ten months of the fiscal yfa, 
totalled $38,874,724 as against $20,470,769 for a similar perio® 
in 1917, and coin and bullion exported was $2,972,822 as com 
pared with $196,190,607 a year ago.

The total of dutiable goods entered for consumption dur
ing the ten months ending January 31st was $460,976.255^ 
Last year this class of goods totalled $370,646,468. Fre^ 
goods during the ten months amounted to $362,082,846 a 
against $304.318,080 in 1917. Duty collected during the ten 
months of 1917 totalled $136,339,474, which was a substantia, 
increase over the same period a year ago, when it reache 
$119,141,351.

For Imperial Munitions Board
At present practically every shipbuilding plant in Canada 

that is equipped for building steel ships is making ships for 
the Imperial Munitions Board. Just as soon as each berth be
comes vacant it is being taken up by the Dominion govern
ment in connection with the large shipbuilding programme 
announced by Hon. C. C. Ballantyne, minister of marine and 
fisheries, early in the year. Following are the details of con
ditions in the different shipbuilding plants of Canada :

Two berths are vacant at Canadian Vickers, Limited, 
Montreal, with whom the government has entered into con
tract to fill the berths at once. Arrangements have also been 
made to fill berths becoming vacant in May, August and 
September with 8,200-ton ships.

Arrangements
Shipbuilding Company to fill one berth now 
3,800-ton ship as rapidly as men can be found. It is also ex
pected two 3,000-ton ships will be started, one in April and 
one in May.

The Wallace Ship Yard, Vancouver, will commence build
ing a 4,350-ton ship early in May. They also propose build
ing a 5,000-ton standard ship at an early date.

ever

have been made with the Collingwood
vacant with a
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ments of the community, thus using fuel or power which 
must be 'bought and which should be available for other 
and more justifiable purposes.

Conservation of fuel and power should be the fixed 
policy of all public authorities ; because, if they are waste
ful, how can the private citizen be consistently urged to 
economize?
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“SCIENTIFIC” AND “PRACTICAL”.e
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JAMBS J. SALMOND 
President and General Manager t | M IE terms scientific and “practical” are often 

considered to be diametrically opposed, and there is 
too great a tendency on the part of individuals in 

either category to depreciate the other, 
realized that the two terms are complementary, not op
posed, and that both in many instances seek the same end 
by diverse roads.
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Professor Marshall, in his “Economics of Industry,” 
thus states the essential divergence between practical and 
scientific method : “It would indeed be a mistake to be 
always thinking of the practical purposes of our work, 
and planning it out with direct reference to them. For, by 
so doing we are tempted to break off each line of thought 
as soon as it ceases to have immediate bearing on that 
particular aim which we have in view at the time : the 
direct pursuit of practical aims leads us to group together 
bits of all sorts of knowledge, which have no connection 
with one another except for the immediate purposes of the 
moment, and throw but little light on one another. Our 
mental energy is spent in going from one to another ; 
nothing is thoroughly thought out ; no real purpose is 
made. The grouping, therefore, which is best for the 
purposes of science is that which collects together all 
those facts and reasonings which are similar to one 
another in nature : so that the study of each may throw 
light on its neighbor. "

In other words, as one great thinker has said, 
Superior mentality consists in a large development of 

the faculty of association by similarity. ”
The meaning of the word “practical,
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d« USE FUEL EFFICIENTLY!sd
:St

C'TJJîL is a subject which is engaging the «minds of 
"*■ thousands of people in each of many countries. It is 

the fundamental 'basis of industrial development and 
s°cial amenity. Hydro-electricity has changed 
Juirements to some extent, but—considering' Canada as a 
whole—fuel is the prime necessary of the hour. Fuel is the 
ni<-taphorical reef upon which Canada could possibly be 
''r^cked more easily than many other countries ; therefore 
* highly essential to develop the conservation of the 
ari°us classes of fuel, especially that which is imported.

H each consumer of fuel were to make an intensive 
vtl,dy of the present efficiency—or, more correctly some- 
Jfties, the inefficiency—of his plant, it might be found that 
°u sands'of tons of fuel could be saved. Apart from the 

^triotisin that is displayed by economizing in the con- 
tijTiption of fuel, such economy is good business. It 
n ances the credit of the country. It is not by the 
^ount that we spend, but by the amount we save that 

credit is measured, 
ci 1 has been obtained previously without much diffi- 
, ty> but this winter and the war have caused engineers 
Co C^ns'der how they could meet even more aggravated 
~ nditions such as might materialize another winter. 

ePs taken now to improve the methods of consumption, 
help to prevent a worse plight than any we have 

q far experienced—and every little bit helps ! Even a 
th 9r*:er t°n of coal saved the situation at times for 
°^ands of Canadian families this winter. 

of ,'ot only the conservation of fuel, but also the problem 
, ovv to eliminate waste of the article produced, should 
tie CareHilly considered. For example, some municipali
ty S cojT1placently allow the waterworks pumps to deliver 

€r *n quantities far exceeding the legitimate require-
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as applied to
engineering affairs, has yet another alternative rendering. 
Essentially, it means experienced, 
between the scientific and the practical mind is that the 
first is concerned with fact and theory while the interest of 
the latter is confined to useful application of knowledge. 
Technicality stands, perhaps, midway between the two ex
tremes since it is science in a more practical dress applied 
to industrial issues.

he

The main difference

ar
ic-
ns I he scientific mind desires to enlarge the boundaries 

of human knowledge without reference to practical ends, 
the practical mind desires to achieve results in a particular 
and limited direction only.

The past separation between science and practice is to 
be deplored,—the scientist despising commercial gain, the 
practical man having experience is not overfond of 
abstruse theory unless directly applicable to a practical 
end. It is, however, certain that a more practical spirit 
in scientific research, together with more science in 
practice, would better serve industrial ends.

Despite Professor Marshall’s dictum, practical know
ledge is not altogether a hotch-potch of unrelated items 
of knowledge. It has taken a lot of first-class reasoning 
to elucidate why certain processes and methods have given 
practical results. Practice as often leads science as the 
reverse. A freer spirit of exchange and closer association 
which is now happily visible, is going to benefit industry 
in a marked manner. There is more understanding both 
sides than was previously the case.
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PERSONALS Soo, has resigned to become .consulting engineer with the 
Dayton-Wright Aeroplane Co., at Dayton, Ohio.

Gavin N. Houston, M.Can.Soc.C.E., formerly with 
the irrigation office, Department of Interior, at Calgary, 
has been appointed supervising engineer on the construc
tion of the fifty-million-dollar explosives plant which the 
United States government is building at Charleston, West 
Virginia.

Lieut. Ronald Dare Gillespie, of the Imperial 
Gordon Hig'hlanders, who was taken prisoner at La 
Bassee, January, 1915, has been exchanged and is in 
Holland. Lieut. Gillespie is a native of Victoria, B.C. 
He received his training in Edinburgh, Scotland, but re
turned to British Columbia to practise engineering and 
surveying.

Capt. E. R. Taylor, R.E., ’14 graduate of McGill, of 
Victoria, B.C., formerly engaged in civil engineering 
under the government, has been awarded the Military 
Cross.

John Hole, Sr., who for the past two years has been 
assistant superintendent of construction for the Toronto 
Harbor ‘Commission, is leaving the commission to enter 
private practice as a general engineer and contractor.

Walter Baker Champ, who for many years has bien 
secretary-treasurer of the Hamilton Bridge Works Co., 
Limited, and who was last week elected managing director

and secretary of 
the company, was 
born in Hamilton, 
March 23rd, 1874. 
His entire business 
career has been 
with the Hamilton 
Bridge Works Co., 
having joined that 
firm when he was 
17 years old. He 
was appointed 
treasurer of the 
company when only 
24 years of age 
and seven years 
later he was made 
secretary - treasur
er. Mr. Champ has 
been a director of 
the company since 
1910. He is a 
member of the 
Hamilton Board of 
Trade and was 
president of that 

organization for the year 1909. He is a member of the 
• Canadian Manufacturers’ Association and served on the 

executive council of that association from 1909 to 1912. 
As managing-director of the Hamilton Bridge Works Co., 
Mr. Champ succeeds the late R. Maitland Roy, M.Can. 
Soc.C.E. Mr. Champ has been acting manager of the 
company since Mr. Roy’s death in July, 1916.

R. A. Sara addressed the Manitoba Branch of the 
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers last Tuesday evening 
on “The Statistical Methods and Equipment of the City 
of Winnipeg Light and Power Department.” The meet
ing was held in the office of the City Light and Power 
Department and was followed by an inspection of the 
equipment in operation. The lecture was illustrated by 
lantern slides.

Edward S. Cole, president and treasurer of the Pito- 
meter Co., was at a recent meeting of the New York 
Section of the American Water Works Association 
selected as a governor to take the place of Allan Hazen, 
who is retiring.

M. A. Black, C. E., a graduate of McGill University, 
recently with the Grand Trunk Railway at Windsor, Ont., 
has accepted a position as manager of the new concrete 
manufactures plant of J. J. McCaffrey, at South Devon, 
New Brunswick.

Howard Taylor, who for some years has been chief 
electrical and mechanical engineer of the Spanish River 
Pulp and Paper Co.’s plants, with headquarters at the

ANNUAL MEETING OF JOINT COMMITTEE OF 
TECHNICAL ORGANIZATIONS

The second annual meeting of the joint committee of 
technical organizations will be held in the Chemistry and 

■ Mining Building, University of Toronto, March 25th, 
at 8

...i

-4 p.m.
The chairman’s annual report will be presented, and 

Colonel David Carnegie will address the meeting on an 
important industrial problem.

Other speakers will be M. J. Butler, managing direc
tor of Armstrong-Whit worth, of Canada, Limited, and 
W. E. Segsworth, Administrator of the Vocational 
Branch, Military Hospitals Commission.
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ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS

About one hundred of the managers, superintendents 
and engineers in charge of municipal electrical plants in 
Ontario met in Toronto March 13th and 14th.

For some time past it had been felt that in the best 
interests of all concerned it would be more desirable that 
instead of the organization remaining as an engineering 
section of the Ontario Municipal Electrical Association 
that a reorganization take place and a new association be 
formed of the managers, superintendents and engineers 
of -the different municipal electric utilities free from the 
Ontario Municipal Electrical Association and financially 
independent.

E. V. Buchanan, of London, Ont., occupied the chair 
and after much discussion it was finally decided to go for
ward. It was moved by P. B. Yates, of St. Catharines, 
and seconded by O. M. Perry, Windsor, that the resolu
tion looking to the new association be adopted. This was 
carried. The name of the new association is the Associa- 
tion of Municipal Electrical Engi

After a few minor amendments to the suggested con
stitution and by-laws the following officers 
for the ensuing year : President, E. V. Buchanan, Lon
don ; vice-president, E. I. Sifton, Hamilton ; secretary, S- 
R. A. Clement, Hydro-Electric Power Commission, 
Toronto ; treasurer, R. C. McCollum, Hvdro-EIectric 
Power Commission.

The following committees were also appointed : Mem
bership and Credentials Committee, O. F. Scott, Belleville- 
chairman ; Papers Committee, E. S. McIntyre, Kitchener, 
chairman; Convention Committee, W. J. Stapleton, Coll- 
ingwcod, chairman ; Rules and Regulations Committee, 
R. H. Martindale, Sudbury, chairman.
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